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CHAPTER 44

I

INTRODUCTION
,:qt

.Planet Ocean. .Perhaps 'the name is more appropriate for 'Our

sphere than IlEarth, for thCgtlobal sea, encompttses more than two-.

,thirds of 'the planets surface. Its the sea wh ch gil es_ Ithe
4.

earth character, sustaining life,
f moderating climates; separa-.

, . , ,
tirig yet,connecting tie island masses we calf continents. Contrary

. - r -to our fifth grade- geography teachings., 11there are not many oceans

dr seven seas; `but only one, that bncompasses dur, plariet. and riri4

!.N4- through our, nations. -bodies, and our lives; '' (Paidsei., 1977)
.

De United States' has found In the ocean a source of wealth.

arid cultiire a means of transporta4on" amt. trade, a setting for

recreation and refloctiotiv More than half of all Americans live

%,ithir an hour s driye, of the sea, but interest. in our aritime .
.:. . . -

heritage has floundered while American thought and 'enterPidsc have

:La rgely focused on the 'land for the grgaYter .part of two cen turies.

Our heritage of -natural resources in general has been a

p.aradox chalkterized by abundance and wealth that liave in many
1 I

cases been Squandered. ;here was always' thore--moie .land, More
. .

water, more oil--here for the talurg. The sea especially was so

vait that dt served a cheap source of tran§pditation and food

and the ultimate rei)osikry for the cast-Offs of -zan industrialized

"scre,i'ety. However,. two events 'in 1969,provided a distinctlydie-

ferent view- of our environment its natural'natural' *resources, parti-.
0cillarly !the ocean. One ilas. man's, successful jOurney. to tile- moon, a

s * .4

4
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.. .1 o
.

. -'jatv.hichafforded nearly all
tr of earth's inhabitants asort"ofi

. ,,N VI
, . ,

r
. . . 1 : .

. . .

. whole earth tatalog 0 which showed in living.ccdor'ihat oui's WaS
..

. .,, (

_ .

a. water y1anet not nearlyS' vast as previously imagined, but indis- `
-

.

* ,

,. putably ii4te. .The. other enyirozuhenta milestone of that year was
..;.-.'

the'National Environmental PoliCies Act(P.L 91-1996 1969).which .

, / \
....

. . .4,..
. 1

.

, /.
-rormally established aUr.dolitfy.s comAitment to restoring and..

e 0
..

.

.. maintaining the-, gll:Lity of.our environment. :Edueation'toward'that
....-..

. .-
, ,, . i

-

en(' ;was - mandated hy,the,Environmental-gplucation Act (1):1.. 91=516) .of
w '`..../

Ih.-' '' _
.

. _ ' .., . ,
1975. Thrdith,the effects of various. 1egislative,acts, American '.
1

. .

... ;
.

attention has been focused onlearning"abOut, constriing'-the resources
-: ' . .

1

.

. , , , ,
. ,.. .

and,repairipg damages to the terrestrial, atmosphefie and '

-iaquatic.Components C.f.-the environment. ,.
t.

,

The nation s School's haire been in the Anguard of this

'
.

movement'iret the marine portion of the environment,. overwhelming -
. ,.

\ A-,
.

as it is:O/relation to the other portions, receives scavot attention '
9

..
-

in 'the' educationil process. Oceasicinaly science teachers .

,

.
- ,

inciuMmarineunits.in their biology or earth sciencetlasses, but
4

few students are ever led to appreciate the ocean's rble in inhueno-
, -

elg such aspects Of-human culture as the arts, literature, and
. .

political affairs4 The educational process as a whole frequently
._

0 .
:.

'

, ..

'ignoi.es 'br passts lightly over our maritimeNheritage and its con-

tribution to the nation 1 s development. . rtis dissertat'on describes
.

4

an a+.4mpt to obtain baseline data for developing pro rams that cdule

correct this oversight.

/0
The SO"vey of Oceanic Attituaes ind-KnbwledgejSOAK)twas,

, .

designed to indicate the leVel of .Marine.knowledge (faCtual or 4

Ia.'
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concr..Zuai information alvut.the pcean,,SOAK PartIII)-and the

prevalentTrine attitudes {feelings, values, and opinions about 114

. --
the ocean, SOAK Part II) of a portion-of Wrgirial4 school popnla

tioni Since a successful Maxine education
1
Aprogram also takes

into consideration productive presentgetion techrliques, Part I of

the survey instrument attewpted to identify students' marine
4

related e xperiences. Experience categories such as. watching tele-:

vision Or moviettaking regulai- school classes or ocean study

classeNr reading flr pleasure, and participation in activiti4 at

the coast were considered. Respondents indicated which experiences.
,1

they felt were most influential in establishing\their marine

knowledge And attitudes. The implications for marine education

are clear; if igiven experience or set'oft-experiences were rated

as Influential by uosPondents who expressed positive marine

attitudes, or had high scores\en marine knowledge,-or both, those,.
.7 --, '

experiences which are manipulable could be recommended as possible
' n' 4

meanS of increasing marine awareness.' Similarly, if some°experiences
. . . . . .
were consistentl7y correlated with ,low -knowledge scores or negative

attje4des 3 there may be a need fpr concnt6ing instruction to /4
,

overcome the effects of those-:experiences. .Many of the detigions

J

I
: a'out implet7enting marine education would thus be removed from the-

y .

\,..Itoaidef intuition and (guesswork. If it were found; for instance,-
. . .

.,

1Marine, education: that part.of the educa;doma process,
fAmal 'and informal, width impartsyinfotmation about therelatton-
ship of the.glohal sea to all world systems and the impact of
society upon, tat sea.

.

I

. .
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,

that Jacques Cousteau and Peter nchley were providilig..the-
- , a i A .

k ' 1I

Ing jOr partialiof- our student T marine education,' the curriculum
...

.
could be aci.justecl tgetiake t,IW greatest use., of the contributions

A ler
and techniques of 'these and similarly influential persons,v events,

aril" _ac tiviti es,_
-

. Marine.educaZ ittn, in. its scientific,4 historical, aftis tic,

political, and other af...sxects*, has ;the potential tof.enlighten and
. ,

-

. enTiv en sta.ndard. curricula, and ...a.ss is t in. the deVelOpment of an

informed citizenry. In the words of Dr. Harold Gi5odwirl (1977);
.

one of the major` spokesnien fot marine education,

Ns,

-

,

...Americans as a whole have littl e' laidiedge
or understanding of the importance of the "wOrld. of
water, "either: to themselves or to the nation...
fundamental tenet of a democratic. society is th.tt'7.
gef'vernment exists, and decisions are made,_ with the
consent of the go'verned. Without an understanding
of such a primal-y aspect of life-as the importance
Of both fresh and salt water, ,people 'are 111equippet
to participate in vital decisions _that affedt their
,own welfare, (p. 18)

I

For participation in declsigh:--ma,jcing, for :envirOnMete.1 stpward

*

,,

ship, even forenhancemeh of the quality of\ our leisure activities,
-

a evel of marine awareness is a deSired attribute: The data

.

2 -. '- -;Captain Jacques Yves Cousteau, French rtiren.t,O.r, Of the i
compressedair aqual4ung, tie diving, saucer, and Conshelf, a,4,
seafloor environment housing oceanauts for onsite ,StUdy of .
the ocean.y.- Cohsteau 1 s books, moVies, tand televiSion programs --

have doned much to' provide .the general public with- 'information . .

about tke marine environment.
V' . .. /.

) aid d PPet Benchley, author of bestdellers Taws (1974) :al
%

/

The 'Beep, (3:976),,

o 4. 13

.
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.from t rehe-psent study can be .used as a basis for making recommenda

..-tion.s co4ncerning effective ways to increase that marine awareness...

Jer

Ar

°\s

I

1 0
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CHAPTER II
. 4 ... .

REVIEW OF RtLAT.WLITERATURE

Scope of Marine Education

,Marine education is-a part of a larger movement which has

been'afloat for severalidecades under the various barniers of cone

servation educatiOn, outdoor education,' -and most recently environ-

mental etac'atiori. Interest in the sea, hoftever, seems to have

gathered a' more' recent and tervent energy than that which can bp

attributed to environmenii concern in general. luring the

decade of the seventies we have witfiessed,not only an awakening

_

,:o our dependence upon the world.of 1,,ater, but also a revival of

:interest in oar nations maritime heritage.

Oceanography as a, marine science, predates modern marine

education by a full century) its formalbeginnings marked by

the voyages of H.M.S. -Chailenger'between .1872 an& 1876. In a

few schools, marine Studies have existed for many years as an
1

occasion .l science specialty. Two researchers have provided an

overview of the nature and extent o,f. rine science in the

k

schools.\Schweitz31-'s (1973a) suptey of 400 marine science

!ducatol"Frelded information about programs in thir-ty-states

involving approximately 20,000 students in grades 7-12 Schweitzer

*prepa;Td a Directory of Marine Science Education (1973b) based on

his findings., This work was followed by Schlenker's (1976) review

of literature related to marine science, edu5ation, in'which h

sixtyseven articles carried in the major abstracting.,summarized

6
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. //
services from 1973 to 1976. Both Schlenker/and Schweitzer reported 4

the existence of numerous ocean studies,programs in varied forms at
.. . s/ ../.

-'al):Zrade level's. Most 'prOgram were designed for infusionsineoe

.exi,sting science program's as interest blocks (IT extensions of text

materialsOcFadden, 1973;,Naquin1/1975; Ansoh, 1973). There are

4 WIP
notable exceptions, however, Summgr enrichment programs e.g.

ysteri 1975; Cxar, 1977). of several weeks' duration, 'short courses

ring the adaAemic year (Faraday, 1975), and programs aimed toward'
-

special-groups such as dropouts (BoF yd, 1973). and-these with learning

difficulties (Watling and. Hallard
4.1974) have been'tleveloped. A

"......

--, .

Ifew schools have reported programs of a full school year s duration

"Oilverstein and-Siegel, 19f75; penaldsOn, 1074)-
.

Present marine education in Hawaii' is typical o.f the

'diversity 4f instruction described in Sehlenker's.reView. About

.

fifty per.centthe classes' are for advanced sieudents, the ,other

fifty per cent for students whO' opt out of other science classes,
.'. .

.,

often with weak science' or math backgrounds (Klemm, 1977) The
$ ,& ,

. - ,. 1 0 .,-.

material being taught in Hawaiian schoolA xar0ies with the.back-

_.rolinci, of the.teacher,,,so--41-spate of the_existence of 4 state

4 Curriculum guide for marin4 science there "is-little Consistency

in the programs offered. .As a. possible remedy for
o

associated with a.pieCeMea1 approach, theHawaii Marine Science.
()(

Studies Project (Hawaii Marine Science Studicks477) is now17-

field testing a ene4eaf'marine science course forHawaii's high

schools. Study units ar' organized around the themes of the fluid ,-

.11. f.-I:

0



earth, the living ocean3 technology, and sociocultural studies.

The resits of pro jecAtimplementation should be of Interest to: all

marine educators.
. C.,

. . c - ..

,

In coastal regions, all.the progitms,described in the

litcratureincluded soule classrooM instruction'and,madeAise of
. . .

. ,
,field trips lasting froiseveral hoursto.several daysl',some on

d4 -
..e

. . _

shore and'sOmesat sea. Some.schoolsystems in California (Los

i
Angeles County, 1977) floating laboratories for marine

I A

studies 'in their exc from---------

marine studies because of their geOgraphY, however. Charlie'r and
.,, .. :

Chn.rlier'(1971) fialic made a'strong case for oceanography at-the
8

inland school, citing' first the arJr:. ateness of treating the
, .

subject as another laboratory sectuteandecond-7the---need' for
,

. , 4., , ., .
. .

. .
.

.
,

. .

consideratien:.,

of:oceanlawl. history,
:
pollutioh, Climate moderation,.:.,

and other aspects of marine studies that make the ocean important

to all regardless-of proximity to the coast: Other authors have

, ,

_pirdvided techniqUes for teaching oceanography without an ocean--,

$ ,

Moutvic'S-',(1973) "pick1 4ejar,ocelanogfraphywand Baird's ,(1974)7.

, ,

-oceanography insWimming.pOeil,"far example. Traviling exhibits

such as the Sea Lab nbbile4-i--from the Mathematics and Science

.Center-in Glen Allen, 'Vir gScience Cehter,'1977),

and the "tide pools" taken to schools by the New England Aqua-rium

(New...England Aquarium, 1977) provide' inland students withexperi7

.ences simulatingqeean conditions.

'
Manine edu4.tion at the present' time is not limited to

marine science. Recognition of the impact 'of the ocean on global-
,



6

culture"and politics has resulttd in the inclusion of marine

o materials, in. many aspects, of the' curriculum. dharlier and.Charlier, 0

(197,64 were. among the earliest, writers to 'espouse -1 o6eanology, as a
;

liberal arts subject.' Heitzmann (1975) has suggested m.e:khodg by
,,--

which oir maritime heritage can secure.in social studies education'
*

, ,
. .

appropriatea position that is Appropriate to.the,subject'-s iffiportanceLINS-._ __-----;---

Journal of EnglishsTeachinglechniques has presetted materials
'I

l'ilth. which, to plan a_mUl ,media- study based on mat's -interest in
,,, --- --

, .

and fasc ina.ti on-. .with the sea

.

(Kaufman 19. 7. 3).
Art, .

t e a cher,s

,

in their programs the mariners':arts:of scrimshaw (Linsley,

1970) and macrame(Bgrthier, 1977), and the choir director, may °
T,

teach certain rhythms and lyric forms through the use of sea
-.,

chanteys(National Geographic Society,-1973)
O

6.

All of these multidisciplinary aspects of marine education,

as well as considerations of offshore qA,coastal zone management,

f±sherieq regulation', law'of the sea, and so oh, are included,..in

comprehensiv&oceanic studies, such as the prOgrad at McLean High.
.

§Chool in McLean, Virginia (Donaldson, 1974, 1977)% Inoits.four
'

;years, of operation, participants have been taught by instructors

from_ all department's of the achoel; They have heard' artisans-.and

ambassadors frem4many countries, anCspeakers. from the military,

municipal,.and commercial groups using the Chesapeake Bay. Field

trips }Wirt focused at times on maritime culture, history; marine

.sciences, or ocean recreation. Viewed in-relation to other'programs

47, ...

5

described in the literature, the McLean program.represents.the
)

. .
. ,

modern view of formal marine education in its most- comprehensive form..
.
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Marine education, of course, may be .'acquired without, the

..aid of a.schoot- Organizatien such as the Sea Explorers (Richard-

son, 1977) and private corpofttions such as,Sea.Camps, Inca (Sea

"Crops, 1977):Offer.young people the opportUnity-to parheipate:in ""A'-
.,

marine-related activities that are_not.purely recreational in nature,

The New Jersey Marine Education Association (Summer Sailing Vekend,

, T977)Aooner, Inc.-(Schooner, 1977) and others have'responded to,

the revived interest in the Age of Sail by equipping vessels and

training la:filen in their operation. 'Old Mystic aeapori inConnecti-
.

cut ShipS of the Sea Museum' in .Georgia] and the Mariners MuseuM
.

in Virginia are among public instrtutions-preserving.and
o c!

tin_ our. maritime heritage (Laing; 1974), while Sea World, Marine-
,

=. .e
land.l.and public aquaria in manpplajoe cities;eater'to our faiCina.,,

'tion with' the living things of,the-sea.' Finally, the exposure of

milli is
.

.

of people to the wonders; danger's, aAd'problikiMs of the

.

sea has ,been accomplished throug4 television sAecials, neWs me la

-coverage of marine tdpics, and popular fiction arti films. The

'informational,and attitudes-influenCing value.

has not been docUMeInted..forAirine %ducation

, for

of these'last,sources

but will be considered

their pdssible 'effects in a later section.

/
Marine Awareness Studies:.

As we have heentoldon numerous occasions). we.know*..
MO4-:eabout,:the-baekside than wedo. about. the 7.
drop of water-711P9n,Which each, of us, and all

organismSlAepend.for-surVivaf .(Slonim; .1917, '13.

,

In spite of the numberandvariety_of marine education
-

available, Our collective igrior4nce about the worldexpeciences

.1



.

ocean is acknoWledged infrequent writin Sloartil! 1977; Goodwin,

. 1977; ficitzmannl. 1970. ,It is difficult, hOw4er to-find empirical 411

data twsubstahliate such claims. 'Only three reports of marine

116
,. awareness assessments'were foul 4f and two'Of.the-Ae are currently'

4v.' .- , . .

incomplete.andunPUblished.. the single pUbiished refel:Chce,
.

Needham (1975)- designed and tested an ins-trumeut'for medsuring
.

Attitude changes. towar&the sea among allith.grade.Samoan-students.

,

His results IndiCated.that those students who had participated in-

the.SaMoan Sea :Study Labordtory:.had-sitnifidantly:61(=.04 "improved"

.

attitudes 'in comparison with nonparticipants. Needhamllas reported

-that conceptual knowledge and attitudes toward the sea are'' stronglyc,
.

', .

,0 .
.

rolated, ...1though scores of tire same sVolenth on a general kno*ladge

test-Were-correlated more.closely with regiOn of residence than.
.

with program participation.

J/ ..
While Needham's.itudy was concerned mainlyowith mapine

attitudesmaerinoknowledge.is the/fOcus of wo"rk.being clime by

,Maroia Leek (1977) 4t.thi UniVersity 'of Delaware. Leek's Marine
.

En4:71ranment AwareneSs Tests for grades 4,-Ai andalwere designed to
.

6
a/sesi the impact of some of-the Project MAST materials (Geens

,

and
,

Stegner, 1974) . .,Coastal /Ocean ib Awarenes*Stuaie*.(COAST) is

a multiiiSciplinary resource_collection of learning experience*

from. which lessons maybe selecteefor infusion.inio existing
- -

courses of.study in grades K-12. Four states,'Delaware, Maryland,

New jersey and,Virginial participated in Ms. Leeks original

/testing program, and schools°,in other states have,now been invited

to _join in the study. Preliminary results in 'the four states using
io

N
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1thirty- question surveys show mean scores of 42.66 per cent correct'

.responses in grade 4, 34 2 per cent 41.grade 8, sand 38,89'per tent.
.

, . -g.

in- grade 11:. These results. haveseen interpretedy the Project
%

.

.

to

COAST staff, as an. indication of the neeafor marine edutation, 'but
.

.
0

. . .

until there is a formal report on how the tests Wert-LatV-E1OWd and
,. _ .

, .

**what conclusions sxe-drawn from_them-, an asesstent of their

implidations is not practical.

Ari ihstrument developed by Bowe and Price (1976 combine's

attitude questions and factual items into Aree forms 'of a lortyritem
d ,

test: The survey has.! been field te*dAa_Nrtsten.midwedtein_and

.
,

.

northeasthn dtatesc butresults are not in.publishable form at \
:

. 1

,

this'fime. Preliminary testing of 1723 tenth and tw4lfth eade

students in Ohio; however, indicates that the subjects 'did no

have a high level of undtrstanding of the information assessed.

The authors apparently did ,not inalyie for, total knctwlggie and
( .

total: attitude scores separately, because only iddividual item ''.!*1,:.e

.
r . . , . , . t.,

scores are in the preliminaryoreport (Howe and Price; 1.976)
.

. .

The' instrument includes items.from.marine literitirfei history, and

geogrlaphy as-well. as science: Item scores may inficate which topics
.

.
,

aze receiving little attention in the:fOrmal educational rocesi.
.

.Artlack of published7tota scores and separate attitude summation

limitithensefUlness of the, study for"purposesof.generalizing

about, the "state of the cr;t in marine.education.'

Assessment procedures used in marine programs are related.

to the purposes of those progrimd. -Evaluation of academic courses-/

is-used.to assess knowledge acquisition "(Giles,. .1978). Enrichment



.. 13':

.,programs are-as much concerned witk affective as with cognitive-changes
./ . .

in participants, so their' evaluation consists of attitude measurement

ifand ratings \\ experiences, faith testing de-emphasized or
. ' , \-

-:....

,

ir
.

-

deletede(Rosenberg, 1977), Recreational activities,' the mass corn-
.. \ ,...

.
..

munix6.tions media, public aquarialand othei, similar ltivities provide
(., .

170,.
informal marine educaiion whic often goes unidehtilied as to source'

:
. 4

. and itnevaluateT7obtfi regard to 'mpaat pn the learner. In general, thenl,
.,:.

. .,

one could expect to dealyith many kiftg of evaluation procedures in
, ....

1 .

pbtaining data abbuemarine awarendss.' --

EnvL.ro._.,_eLta.3;g,nmKnowlede and. Attitudes ".*

Literature in the social sciences abounds with rtearch'attemp-..

. , .

.

tinito relate knowledke.about.a topic to attitudes toward that topic. .

Only those studies dealing with environmental topics will beipprted.,

)

'here,' since workin. marine education is in large pak a form of

,,,
environment ducation. °

..
. ._,

)
The present study proposes ta investigate they relationships

,
.

liaetween existing attitudes toWard the ocean and knowledge of the
,

e ,
,

, .
. ..

marine environment. .Pcttus .(1974) reviewed literature (Hendee, 1972;
-.-

Smith,' 1973;...1 ichenor et al:, f971)' which seemed to him to indicate, ........

hat "the'differencps in the amount of scientific and other facts

recolyedaby persons... ha te little effect on their attitudes toward

the envirohm nt." Pettus maintained that.environmentaf,programs in

schoold coin d still 'be justified if' such pDograms-devoted; more time
_

and energy a value and attitude development end 'less .td-the teaching

of specific facts _s ciated4with environmental quality;



On the_otfief hand3.a ntimber Of studies with .considerable

geographic scope sapkort the existence of a direct 14ation7

shj.p Bet- ween envire'mnental
..
knowledge and attituded:, In the United 1

-
States7Perkes (1973) examined the environmental knowledge, and

attitudes of tenth and t*erfth grade`studdnts'in 199 schools of sit,

far western' alla.five-GreArLatees siata\and Bohl (1976) reReat d
,

, .

the study for, students in 270 stEopls in six mideastern,. four
4

southweStern, and twelve plain's and mountain states: Both. adth

1reported similar Outcomes. for the most patt, students scored better

4:11,

?". '

.o'r conceptual knowledge items than on factual knowledge in'envirork.:

mental matters, and.lattitudeS,teled to be favorable toward thd

. . "

g4P
°

..environment.
. ., , .

. .

..

Perkes (1976)Jateranalyzed his.data'further by randomly
. , 444 ,

selcting,100.of tile stUdentS4scoring in the top-ten per' cent andw.

100 of those in the lowest ten per Cent for-a comparison of tlaii
Zit.

., an ienvironmental attituries. His,results 1b9wed,that .

'11.

(a) There are significant differences,in son,
attittgeresponses of high knowledge and:
lowknowledgq scorsrs. .In general; higkik.

-#0

.. scorers tended to have more. positive 4
t ',,,envirenMenttal-attitudes than low.si.orerr(

,....
,,S.

(b) High knowledge 'corers vwere less ariabTAe
° in their responses than low knowledge scorer

L.

.(c) General environmental es which do not
indicate' aft eventual behark.pal change tend '.

via

7to'be viewed'.more positivelythan those
-4.tems which require personal commitment and

..behavioral adjustment'. '

(d) Low 1 ledgetscorers were leis,intereSted in
Oartl ja.tion int,,envitonmental decision-Taking ;

than high knowledge scorers.. p. 1),
. ,

soot A)

50



/
. The resultjof studies by Eier (1975) in Austzklia and RIchiond -,,,,,-

. -.

(a971)) in En lard were .in thc.t respects similar tOthc5se reporte4
i k- r. ....,. . . -........

o
.

atve,With Richmond malcing.the distinction thit donceptual knowledpe
. . ,

7.
.. 4

correlates,, more strongly with-attitudes than doeS'factual knowieig
7 4' '

$ ,

t

.r-

.,

Other..research has apPK6akedAon.a.smaller geographic scale

question of,'whether environmental kno*laige ts related to environ-
16

'mental attitudes. In gentral most orthese.studies had similar'

results. Hollingsworth and Cohen (1972).tested high achievers

-4111, .
attitudes in comparison with those,ef low achieiers,indpseven Indiana

high schoo],p, and:found that those who knew more c
.

tent had

"markedly different" attitudes (qtronger and'more positive) from

those who knew-little.

change.after hi mpie

received instructi n in

George-(1966) noted a'significant attitude
.

of.high, school, College, and adult subjects
wp.

Conservation education. ,:nn North Carolina;
-e. ,, ,

-Hounshell .and Ligge (1973).foun4 a..,relativelysttongcorrelation

(r=0:6) between subjects. t s-cores4the knowledge and attitude-)
,

-
ubte of -their Environme 'al Knowledge and Opinion Survey,(EKOS

This lod the authors to 'postulate that
, .. -

'\.. c...one,viable approach to creating d'enstructive environ-
mental attitudes appears to/be through providing knowledge
about manjd'ebv,ironment and his role in the environment
to the- studeht. J'This wo4i lead one' to believe that a
well-structured, well-pIa. 9! ed approach too environmental
education will yield positive attitudinal changes. (p. 3.0).

i ,i

The substitutip - marine''-marine for 'environmental'' in the
..-

rs

I
,.. .

lastAentence of the Hounsfiell and Liggett qdotation produdes some-7

thiyg of ,a policy statetlent,for the marine..educatort °Indeed,- the'
( -

1

movement for rd extending,Marine education.panallels early envirOn-

t

N.
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41.

. . I .

,mental educAtiOn.thrustg in. its emphasis on providing:knowledgeor'.

faelsubject as a basis for. establlOing favorable attiiudes toward

:*-

.4. o

Yact f's Related to EnvironmbntalKnowled e and Attitudes
. .,..:,:

.
1

... . ,

The present study bassattempted to identify, relationships

0 , A , P 'd
exist)mc, between knowledge, attitudes, proximity to tne ocean, . '

%d 1.

' .4

l' and ''.the ,:marine -related. experiences students hay& had. ' Many of the,.

mi
_.

authorsr-who.have assessed environmental knowledge level and attitudeS
- -; -

, ,. ,
, -0

l' ain have attempted to corre' ate one or bOith pets of attributes '
,

o
.

,
.

with.14e indepindent variables among the,population. .For the ..

..

Most part these variables hjve consisted of.sek age xegidencel'
; 2

c.* , '______. . t .
A

achieveMenti or socioeconomic status. Moyer (1975); forex4Mple,
-

. ,,,s

has investigatea envirronmental knowledge and attitudes'of high

,school seniors inrelation to.several sChool factors.' His results
,

s
°

failed -to reveal significant correlation between alt,yudes sand grade
a

.
.'

. '

. ,
-) , .

po-.i4t'average or socioeconomic status. '.Some significantbut low.

.:..3 . .- .

correlation vas noted between the affective
.

test and science
.

. .
. .

grades, while.cOgnitiye scores correlate highlOith grades
Aw ", ',. : ,

.. ..., :
, . g

_ in. science and social;; studies. Moyel, concluded that1'wherever these
. .

,
.

.

- studenis have-forrd their attitudes toward the environment,, as
. .

.

. .

measured Ilvthe SEAT (Kleinke and. Gardner, .1974), they are not
.

. .. ,

being influenced to any..great,extent.in tae classroom.'' On the
v.

-' .

other hand," iffthe studies relating knowldge level to attitudes
-1

'reliable, iieilhaps Moyers study should be expanded to include
.....

. .., t .

.,
.

pos8ible,correlatio4 of attitudes withother oWledge.indicators

Jraa

are

A

1.



,.'A . .
.

...
.. .

besides science gradeS and GPA. Millet's
.. .

adult attitudes toward envi nmental concerasindicated that
. . - . .

..*, . ,

attitudes begin
,

td Rum in the primarx.grades become almost fully
- ,

. 9

1

(1972) research onpre6

" A

devekoped. 'in high sChd611 but nowhere indicate that schdol

factors were,respon'able for this developmbnt,

. a
6

In a Study of attitudinal patterns associated with conservation,

Hoover-arid Schutz (1963) fbund that conservation` attitudes were influ-
,

encedbyanumberoffactors,'.including a pemson's cultutal beliefs

, ..
. , .

and his concept of. such things as individual libertiesand.democratiC -

. 1 4
seprinapleg, .Laber sl 3 (Hoover and .Schutz, 1964) comparing, the

' C 0. .
.

, 0 .

conservation attitddez. of science and non-science majoi.s indicated

that the-difference be' weien thegroupswas.significant l'but so -Slight
1,1, : 1

11
,,, .. .

.as to be of no practical: significance: ..;
..

.e.. 1

Age factors 1rd\often.considered in attitude studies as

,.
well, though at times the effects of increased knowledge and'-

, .

. . Ali; ,
.

'maturation Confouriq age. considerations.: Perkes (1973) .and Bohl

(1976) reported that twelfth graders scored higher than 'tenth-

greders.on environmental knowledgelblit environmental/attitudes

were.unrelated to grade, level. Similarly, George (1966) fouhd '

that among high school students, college students,. and adults
.

- 1

(not necessarily college graduates), the adults held conservation

.

.
, .

.

attitudes that were significantly, different from those .of the

' other groups; Inthe ' Na4onal Environment Test (Lynch .2 Chandler,

1970) the CBS news poll took a nation*e sample of 450 subjects

aged sixteen or older.

gro1.0arged 30 to 44.

Highest scores were made by those in the,

1 /
Pettus/ A1974) study showed that the age

kN
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of teachers was significantly related to specific environmental
. °

, .

attitudes. His Scasele II, labeled "Ile need' to prepare for the-
,

future
/7

elicited higher scores, .frog younger teacher9 while older

. (I.J

teachers had more fayorable'4titddes on Scale' III, -lithe riblad-fer
.

.

policies:A controls to prevent environm pollution acid

degraadtion n Pettus 'interpreted these;scoreS as indicatiOns that

;older people aremore praoticalfabout what can be dorielar the.

environmen.and 'feel less' Of a; need to ensure a quality environment

-4.for th'e fUiure.

. . . .

Sex as a facor
.

influencing-environmental. knowredge and

.

, ,

!,,. .

attitudes hakbeen invest*gated Is part of most of the works
,

reviously'reyiewed, The teachers in PetiUsi (1974) study differed

in their attitudes toward those environmental issues having to coo

with "The need:for pOlioies

pollution and degradati n.
7

policies and controlsvh

and controls to prevent environmental.

Male teachers approved more of .preSent
'

female teachers favored more numerous,

4,"

and rigid Controls for Preserving the environment. In many of

the studies ( udi as Lynch and Chandlery. 1971) Males,showed

.ficantly greater environmental knowlre,.but.the studies,

'

dealing, with attitudes as well (Perkes0.1973; Bohl; 1976; RichMond,

1976) r1,:vealed_no elationShip between sex and environmental,

attitudes. In this respect one additional Study differs markedly.
, .

/
Hounshell and. Li t.I 0.s 973):survey of-sixth graders in North

.
. ... 0 . 0

Ca
. rolin.

a
..

significant differences'ln knowledge scoresisd

.

based on ex, but females scored higher on environmental,attitudes

at the 001 level of signifi cance. Theklimited scope of the North

4.

G
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,Carolina-study in comparison. to the'other investigations and the

maturation level ef sixth graders in geAeral are presumed to account

for these diffetenws.

"Community size and geographic location have been shown to

be related significantly to both environmental knowledge and atti

tudes in the stuAles of Perkes.(1973) Bohl (1976), Richmond (1976),

Dyers (1975), a.;111 Hounshell and Liggett,(1973). Both of these
4

demographic factors are-apparently.import'ant determinants of

responses to'perceptual questions such "as *atification.of the most

serious pollution problems and how much can be done about such

problems. Erskine's (1972) summary of environmental item in

national polls indic ted,that in the United States easterners were

most concerned abo t air and water pollution,'and southerners were

least concerned.' In the midwest, unclean water was the primary

issue, while air, pollution wa onsidered the worst problem in the

far west: Srburban lers were more aroused over environmental

degradation than were residents of big cities.

In 'this study someof the same demographic. variables" were

considered in relation to marine knowledge and attitudes. Additional

population characteristics in the form of marine related experi

ences w re consiTered inorder to extend the list of possible

predic r variables for marine education purpo . Of particular

in- erest were those experiences which could be ed by individUals--,_

as knowledge sources and therefore might serve

sources. Twb authors (Perkes, 1973; Bohl, 1976) have approached

this problem by including in their surveys a perceptual item asking

as possible attitude

v
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\

students to ideritify.the source of most of their knowledge about the

environment. About 60 per 'cent of, the Subjects in.both studies

selected sources outside the school (media, discussions, self

education) as the most important knowledge sour e. , Fewer than 40

per cellcrhese schoolrelated sources,(and of t ose subjects less
0

c 4

than seven per cent listed "special environmental courses! as a

primary influence. Neither st;udy indicated what proportion of the

subjects had'actually taken, such a special course. d, authors

1concluded that media 'sources do have an important rol( 'in the acquisi
.

,

tioa of environmental knowledge. These findings may ha e a direct

application for marine education: if in fact a "Special courser

in marine studies were not important as a knowledge source,

'the transmission of marine information might(best be accomplished

other means.' This study will expand the technique used in the

foregoing works, in hopes that experiences influencing marine

knowledge and attitudes may be identified and used.

Summary'

'Marine education programs in the educational system exist

in various forins according to local environments, student sage anti

preparation, existing curricula, and teacher initiative While

most programs are based in the sciences, there is `a trend towagj

A

a multidisciplinary approach combining the arts, social studiesy

into. an integrated. picture (

of the ocean a influence

on human. existence.

r)3

Y.



1 While it is,asuspected that Americans in general know little

"

about the dcean and its effects on mankind, eipiriaaldata to that
.

.

effect arc. not readily available. The few'siUdies attempted' through.
. .

.

tiWgehools were incomplete at the time of this writing. The effect
4

N...'

of informal marine education,' ihrouik recreation, the mass communi
, .

)

cations media,, public institutions such World frequently),

goes Unevaluated:

Oceanic knowledgei in whatever quantity and acquired by

whatever means, may be related to the oceanic, attitudes of individuals.

Research in other areas of environmental concern indicates thaesuch.

relatitUships are not uncommon, but neither are they indisputable.

Oceanic attitudes may result ftom'combinations ofdemograph1CVariables2

for there are a large number of fad-tors th9, influence environmental

attitudes in general. Identification of oceanic knowledge sources,

may provide dlues to the origin of oceanic, attitudes.
(

e

1
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CHAPTER III

JIETH0411.00Y

Overview

This study consisted of the development of'an'instrUment,

collection of data aid analyses of the' data obtainedto answer the

, -

question: For Virginia s tenth gradelttudents, what marine-oriented

experiences are related, tq knowledge leVel-and'attitudeset regard-
,

mg some marine topics? dBecause'ptoximity 'to the ocean was con-
.

sider&1 to be a'likely influence on the attributes measured,

stratified sampling techniques.were.used to make possible the

'separation of survey responses,from coastal and'inland high schools.

-The responses obtained from the two geographic 'areas were analyzed

.;

separatel.-vt,Oiracilitate i.dentification Of_similarities and

differences between the two subsamples. on the attributes measured.

-

Subjects.

Th sample consisted of 825,tenth graders selected from

coastal and inland high schools in Virginia. The tenth:grade

.level was Selected fat the study'for several rd'asonp. First, a-

review of the ',literature suggests.that there is a direct positive

relationship between knowledge level and positive attitudes
;

. a

toward the environment (Rohl; 1976; Eyers, 1975; Hounshell and

Liggett, 19731 Perkes 1976; Richmond, 1976). The course work '

most likely to provide informationabout marine topics is a series

of0bourses geography, earth science, and biologyYthat in most
J

a

22'
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Virginia school systems is completed by the end of the' tenth grade.

While none of these courses is specifically Fequired for high school
.

graduation in the state, many, stu dents elect to complete required

credits_in science,. and social studies as early as possible in their

seeondary school careers. The aviilability..of, th,1 listed courses

in grades%eight through ten.frequentli results in their being

Chosen tomeet credit'requirements. If these'courses should be. a
. a

major Source of marine knowledge and therefore an influence on

marine attitudes, surveying the sample near the end of the tenth
- ,

grade was,considered to 'provide optimum o ortunitY for recency of

exposure a nd maximum retention of marine, information.

Ih addition, Miller (1972) hasreported that 'the pattern
.

t, .. ,- .

of eighth grade attitudes toward
4

fielntly different than those of

environmental- issues is not signi
,

the* adult population." Therefore,

assessment of attitudes ameng,studentS in the eighth grade or bey and
9 , .4-

could provide insight into the attivudesof adults. Finally,

Virginia students are required by law to remain iii school until
4

they reach the age of seventeen.: Most tenthl'grade.students are

fifteen or sixteen years old, So sampling.at this level should

Include some of those students who are Ootential dropouts. This

Would help to. prevent d bias toward. the more academically oriented

student'S who might remain in higher grades.

The target population was sampled ,in the following manner:

the Code of Virginia (1950), Section 62:1-13.2, defines "Tidewater

Virginia7 as including those municipalities to the right oe the,

line shown on Figure 1. BaSed on this division of the Commonwealth,

VI
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two lists of secondpy schools, (coastal and. 1.1-9.and) were developed,

and fifteen schools fromeach list were randomly chosen to partici-

pate in.the study. Four schools originally invited elected not to

participate and were subsequently replaced by alternate schools

chosen in the same manner frbm the'same geographid arta. The
0

schools thus selected included twentysix public'secondary schools,,

one school hor'military dependents, one cOeducational private

s8hool,one Predominately male-and one predominately female private
/-

boarding'sohool.. Within each school a coopera ng tdacher.identi--

fled by the principil was ingtructed to select a class of about
. _

thiitY tenth traders-representing as'nearly as possible the entire,1

range of ability leVels in rthat grade. These, students served as
4

the sample for the..study.. Appendix A contain alist- of participa

ting schools and. Figure 1 indicates their distribution across

-the state.

Instrument Development

Thei,Survey.of pceapic Attitudes and Knowledge (SOAK), is a

threepart instrument designed to identify the marinerelated -.

e

experiences-students have%had and the marine attitudes they express,

and to .dettiMine.the students' leVelof 'Marine knowledge. The..

Marine Experience .Profile, Part I of the survey,wp.Q.'conStructcd by..

the. author Usintiteti-from here own experience and from two other
.

sources. First, an oceanography class in Roanoke County, Virginia,k

was' asked toy produce a:lisi Of all the factott the,members felt
-

.

.

. .

had influenced theii knowledge or attitudes about:-theotean: This

. ,

-
4
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listwas then broadened by inclusion other possible experiences

as delscribed,in workshops and general sessions at the 1977 convention

of thL National Marine Education Association. .Of the sixty items on-

the-_experie ce profile, twenty :.fight required a yes/no response

indicating hether the student had the experience. Remaining
1

questions robed the degree to which the studeiit had participated
O

min certain activities. Finally, .'the experiences were grouped ihto

""

-ten categories and students were asked to arrange these in order'

.

.:9f-theirdmportance in. helping theM:to learn about the'oceanl.

The-remainder...of the Sur(rey of ,OceanicAttitudes and Know
r

ledge (SOAK) wu-divided into.two sections for the separate assess-

-ment of attitude &and knowledge. The attitude section consisted

of fifteen statements about the,itportance of the ocean and mans

,use. of the ocean, io which students respOnded on a fivestep

Likert'scale (strongly agree to strongly disagree):

The.knowledgeectionAPart the.SOAKwas assembled.

from a pool ofover two hundred.itemsi-includingmany constructed

by the author and others identified. from the literature.(Hourishell.

and Liggett,. 1973; Howe and Price, 1976; Leekl'1977;-Richmond,

1976). items were Categorlied as to-whether their'content,dealt

with the ocean as (119a chemical 'medium, (2) a physical system,
1

(3) a biological community, (4) a.Aolitical interface, '(5) a
.

'cultural influence, or (6) dreaterled resource.

A4 °
In order to limit the length of the entire inst&ment and

fAcilitate administration during a single clags period of-at least

fortyfive minutes,: multiple forms of the knowledge,section were .'

t. .4 hY
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?
developed. Forms A, B, and C each contained s-wentyfivequestions

. .

divided among the six itemcategories'as shown, in Appendix B.. Six of

t he items were common to all three forms as a method of comparing

response patterns
.

of subjecti taking -different forms of.the test.

The use of complementary forms permitted data collection on a.

larger number of items than would have been possible on a single

test.

Since it was expected that -some' items would be shown in

the review-process or the pilot study to be invalid or nondiscrimina
.

tory, Forla D was developed using twentyfive 11spare
11

questions that

could befised as replacements. . The 'Complete SOAK instrument package

was presented to twelve, Tevierrs for critique of content, relevance,
. . .

, _
, .

item construction, and approiriateness for the population.

. 2
reviewer was arso asked to indicate which responses to- ttitude

items they would consider. 211 positive. M Pasiipre attitude responses

were definedSks decisions based upon knowledge of ecolog cal

principles, jolitical and economic feasibility, envi nthental

4 ,
stewardship, or any ;combination of these factors. 4 list of,

.

reviewers appears inAppendix:C.

. .

.Pilot Studies_

The Survey of and Knowledge was :field

tested in November, 1977,, using a heterogeneous class9of tenth

grade 'students in each of two Roanoke County, Virginia, high

schools. -Oh the basis Of the results of this test, several items.

were deleted from-Plitt A, B, and C and replabed with more

;

..

. r
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Ji

discriminatory items fromArorm D. Other.itemSijdicited by student
. .

. .

commentb to be confusing or misleading were rewritten. .-.

- ,

D

Zhe "'revised- instrument was 1e-examined by eight of the
- :r

,..,.

.:.,:lSikewers'and tested again in Becember, 19/7, witbffourclisSes-oft4

,. ,.

inland students and one class of coastal tenth graders. Students

were aSkedsto write comments about items.direbtfran the survey

forms,. and several students from each class were interviewed by
,

the huthor or jooperating teacher following, the Survey administration

' -
..

to obta further, commeifiS on the instrument.

F. strument Form
0 .

Following'the Pilot studies the SOAK was prepared in its' -

final' form. Only minor revisions were `necessary in the Marine

Experience Profile (Part I), these largely taking the form of
y- .

pimping ttOms into categories of experience and altering some

chdices in the "degree of participation" items.
,

- Part.II, dealing with attitudes, underwent majpr revision.

IFirst,: $1
ecause the neutral

ii
choice of answers created the opportunity

.

for students to respond without considering all options, the
r,

neutral choice was_eliminatedt.adh. a_four-point scale (definiiely..
t

w

agree, '`'tend toagree, tend to' disagree, definitely disagree)-sub,

stituted for the original five1point system. Next, three ite

were deleted as being too strongly based on factual knowledge.

Iinally remaiii.ng items were rewritten'to avoid ambiguity, leading
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phrases, and multiple concepts. Of the fifteen attitude items on
. .

-thoWinal survey forms. twelve were constructed by the author._
,-1

tlitr4ourees of other items are giv in Appendix a.

.. ,

l'he knowledge .section of the SOAK, Part II, was reduced to
Y

i -_
i

:three fOrms and additional items written to fill the item atrix
, I

,

1.1"0111,gaps proslufed by deleted questions. 'Some items were move
`

.ione. form to-another in an LemPt to 'make the three forms fairly .1..,

i
iO

equivalent in level, of difficulty.. Complrison Of forms was made ...5.-.

.

. i

N

,..._

on the basis of mean scores standard deviations onir .

each form in the.second field test. Appendix B shows the souresr
of knowledge itema and their distribution-by category on all forms

of the instrument. The Survey of Oceanic Attitudes and Knowledge

appears in its final form as Appendix D.

Instrument ValiditY and Reliability

The.'precess of review by oceanographers, wrine edosators,

and high school teaahers.was intenplecyto evaluate an4 enhance

the content validity of the-instrument.. In addition, the appropriate,

ness of the 14nguage and content of the'survey was a*sessed directly

throughjield test_app=aisal by studentts.

An item analysis was perfo d:to examine the.relationship

between scores on the entyfiv question knoWledge section and
.0

the number of persons choosing the correct answer to "each

For`t the most part, only_rthOse items having a 'correlation coefficient

.greater than-or equal-to .30 t ere included in the final instrument.

Txi a. wallnumber of cases Ifems 70, 86A, 75C),, content of an .



item was considered by the author to be so vital to marine awareness

thafthe item was included in spite of a low correlation coefficient

in the pilot analysis. Nmea3ure of the inte 1 consistency
7

of the knowledge portions of the survey was given by a KuderRichard-r
. .

...son formula-20 reliability statistic (Ferguson, 1976), and reliability
,

of the total instrument package was determined.by retesting the

students-who had take \the revised form of the survey. Retesting

was done one weekuafter the survey was first iftinistered.
1,

*
,

..,/ 47 .

. ..

.......s.. .A .. 1,Data .Collecting Procedure -

-It .5
1

. ,
.

In December of 1977,
.
principals of the high schools chosen

,.)
. .

a .

for the sample were contacted by mail and invited to participate

in the study. A selfaddlesed posticard was enclosed for the
1,4 P

. r

41-reply. Principals agreeing to-paytibipate were asked to name from

'within their schooIsa:cobperating teacher to whom materials could,
.

.

be sent. The purpose of the study was then explained ina letter.

7

to each cooperating teacher. A descriptien was.given of the type

of class to be chosens andreplx post card was provided to

r

iildicate how. many survey forms would be-needed for the class.
.

Copies of.the introductory-letters and reply cards are

Appendix E.

found,. in

In mid January of 1978, survey,materials were mailed to

participating schools. In addition te copies of the urvey and

answer sheets, materialsincluded a list of specif%b,instructians.

-

for administering the survey and'a General Information
V

form

requesting demographid characteristics f.the school population
, 4

3,8
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(Appendix F). Pencils bearing the SOAK-78 logo were enclosed for

students to keep..after using them to complete the survey, and stamped

env opes were provided for the return of the completed answer sheets.

Teachers were asked to administer the survey daring a single

class period no later than February 10, 1978. School closings caused

by winter storms delayed the receipt of many answer sheets, but
P

schools not respoOding by February 20 Were Contacted as a reminder

that their forms-had,not been received. -by March 15, all thirty '

schoOls had returned answer sheets.

v.
Analyse's of Data

!-

Thep independent variables in this study were theten cate

gories of marinerelated"experiences, such as movies with marine

themes, recreation at the beach,lana ocean study Classes. The

0 relative value of

`ranking of them on

_SOAK)._ Sex, race,

these variables was determined by the rSpondentsi

the Marine Experience Profile-(Part I of-the

-

and the twc:oresidence clissification6, coastal

and inland also functioned as independent variables. Dependent

variables were the students' scores (number correct) on the knowl=

edge section (Part III) of the survey arid their mean attitude

scores froM Part II..

In preparation for data analyses, answer sheet data were

ontoreviewed upon receipt. An identifying school number was-coded

each sheet, and positioning of other identificaiion dat °was

checked and corrected if necessary. Answer sheets o
1

ch no test

form was indicated .and those. bearing obvious diagen designs in

p

41
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C

the tenchoice section were-dgleted from the survey results as
A

being invaiTh The remainin tawelgthentrans fered\, onto
4

r

.

computer cards for later analyses using subprograms of the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences l., 95). Characteristics

of the sample schools, as ;;rON.rided on theGeneral Infavmation form

returned by cooperating teachers, were Compiled into Table 1.

t Initial analyses of the three parts the survey were

designed to determine knowledgesCores; atti--:,Ae scores, and ranks

for each of ten categories of marine7related experiences. Knowledge,

scores were computed by counting the total number of correct answers
.

to Items 66 through 90. Twentyfive was'tl* pOssible score. Because

the kneFledge section wad administergd in three forms, a check for

fdrm equivalence was made by means of ohekay analyses of variance

of the mean-knowledge scores on all forms and one subscores'computed .

using the responses to_the six items (Item 66 through /1) which were

common to all fe The distribution of frequencies for each

.

response fe,ihe six common items on all forms of the SONK was..examind

-by a chisquare analysis. b

Attitude scores' were produced by calculating the mean

response (ranging from one to foDr) for attitude j,temsOil through 4:

Responses to.Itcms 52, 555 .59, 60, and 64 were reversed for this
yt

O.
*

comgutation (1=4, 2=3, 3=2, 4.71), .since these items required an

t.
"agree response tondicate a positive marine attitude, whereas

all other items SOAK Part II` haddtsagfeement indication
.

of a positive attitude.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF GENERAL INFORMATION
FROM COOPERATING SCHOOLS

Characteristic Choices
Number 'of Schookfa
Coastal 'Inland

icnool enrollment

Arta served

Population served

(a) .more than 1500
(b) 1000 to 1500
(c) 500 to 599

A (d)" less- than 500 '

(a) liarge city
(b) suburban; area

' (c) medium=:sized city
(d) towri
(e) rural -p.rea.

'(a) upper. class
.(b) sipper middle class
(c) middle class
(d) 7.ower middle class
(e) lower !class

..
4
4
2

0
8
2 ,

0
5

1
3
6-
4
C

3, .

7
4

0
2 .

1
2

10.

0
a
7
6
0

.
. Allak

. \Surrvey given in7 (a) science class , 11 .10
.(b) social .studies class P 14.. . . (c) language arts class -. 3 4. -
(d) mathematics class. 0 0

P, (e) other (entire tenth grade). 0 4' . 1'
.03.

Jcean study cdtirse .1(a) in-at least one fdeder
school. 0

(b) in the school,. In or
-before Grade, 10 1

(c) in the school, Grade
.4; or., 12 . . Ob

fd). not at, all in the school. 13 "15

0

To ta} N = 15. ,Coasta.1 and 15 .I-nland .

Column total = 16 for.irtland ocean Study courses because one school.
ipclicated.hoth.choicesa .0.nd d.

°
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P For each of the experience categories ranked in Items 101

through nol, a mean rank was obtained, and based on these ranks a

Scale of Perceived Influence'' was constructed for each geograph#
, .

subsample, showing the order of importance of each type of experience

as perrbivedbythe'lroup. Stepwise multiple regression was used

to determine the degree of linear dependence of knowledge and

attitudes upon the ranked experiences. Within the ranked categories,

those specific experiences which were of particular,interest because

of a substantial relationship to knowledge or attitude scores were

examined further. Arbitrarily it was decided that variables

accounting for at least .0n per cent of the variance in knowledge 4

or attitude'scores were important enough for separate stepwise

regression analyses. Since these items were the ones that had

been combined into the categories of experience in Items 101 to 110,

the sond set of regression equations was simply a more specific
1

identification of experiences related to iarine knowledge or,

attitudes.
a.

Demographic variables in addition to residence,also were.

considered as having possible relationships to marine knOwiedge

and attitudes. Accordingly the ;air and .1.Lteractive effects of

race, sex, and residence classifications on knowledge and attitude

scores were examined by analysis of variance.

4.



----Finally, an overview of 'the types of responses to attitude
.

statements and item categories 'within the knowledge se tion provided

indications_of specific-attitudestoward marine issues nd identified4 0

areas of strength and' weakness in marine-related subject matter., Such

iniAmmition may prove to be of value in the implementation of marine
\ 1

education programst

Summary

. The Surgey'of.Oceanic Attitudes.and Knowledge was developed

as a method of measuring marine. knowledge and attitudes -of` tenth-
,

grade students and relating those attributes` -to the-studentsi'marine
,. A

experiences. Pilot es providedinformation on the validity

''."of the survey items, the suitability of vocabulary and format,'4

equiv alence of forms, and tea-retest reliability.' Content validity
.

. \ 5'

was evaluatedsby a panel ofreviewers in.fields-velated to-the study.

Fifteen coasta3 and flfteen inland schools in. Virginia were

randomlyselected as sources of subjects for the study. Principals

identified a cooperating teacher in each school to administer the

<survey to a heterogeneous class of tenth grade students. All of the

sample schools - returned usable data. \

Preliminary analyse s of survey responses determined the

practical equivalence of the three sfirvey forms, Knoidedge scores

weresubsequently totaled, attitude;Meant; re generated, and the

relationship between the two attriiutdgs examined, To fulfill
o

the major purpose of the study, the marine eeperiencet of the

students were considered both specifically ,and as experience



ret-_-7:

categories in relation to marine' attitudes and knowledge. Demo

graphic variables of race, sex, and place of residence aiso were

)

examined in relation to-the dependent variables. Finally, the
0

.1

substanti*e'nature of student'respOnses was analyzed toluvyide
.

baseline information on areas of strength'and weakness in overall

. marine awareness-of the group.
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CHAPTER TV

RESULTS

P
.

HA -total of 825 tenth -'grade sthdents was shi-veyedin the thixty.

cooperating schools using theSurvey of Oceanib,Atiitudes and Knowl-

edge (SOAK) 'Data for thirty-eight students (4.5 per cent)-were

eliminated from analyses because answer sheets.were improperly pre-

pared according to previously discussed criteria; Of the 787 students.

whose data were actually included in the analyses,,366 were from

school classified as "inland" and,421 were from 4coastal" schools.

Preliminary Analyses

An attempt was made to generatethree-equiValent4orms of
.

.
. . -

the knowledge section of the SOAK.-- DescriptiVe data for eaqhform
. .

.
.

- :, . .

.

,-----
are repoi-ed-in-lable'2.-- The resultsofa one -sway analysis of

, , .
. .

.

variance revealed thatthe knowledge score means did differ SIgnifi-

carbri. F .(1,784)-r- $.077 <,ov, across .forms. Subsequent tompari-

.

sons of forms..(Tukey'S multiple range test.ofjioup means) prodUced

homogentOussubgroups.compOsed ofFolin4A.with 'Form B and FormAyith.
. . .

Form C, thus.forming a continuum of survey form means in the order

of B-A-C 12e8; and-11.7, respectively). The extremes of
r

the continuum differ at the .05 level, and the difference

creates some difficulty with regard to combining all forms for '

,

subsequent arialyses. To test whether the groups 'taking dilferent

forms of the survey were simply random samples from a single popula-

tion with regard to marine knowledge, an analysis ofi variance was

37

t),
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TABLE 2

'DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BY SURVEY FORM
FOR SOAK 'PART -iii RNOWLEDGE -

Statistic

0 IN

Survey Form
B

Number. 'students

:Mean number of correct.
answers ,

Standard deviation of
number of correct
answers

267..' 261 259 787

12.43 12.78 11.68 12,40

4.225 3.522 -3.860 3.910

Reliability estimate

Standard. error of
measurement

0.708 . 0.624 0.671

2.282 2.154 L214:

;

e°

. ,

Ry

S.
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performed using the means of the six ideetical items as dependent

a
Variables. Reshlts again, indicated a significant °form effect, F

(1 784) = 3.68, p <-.05, however, the proportion of the total vIriation

. A

accounted for by the mean differences was less than one per cent, This

indicates, that for practiCa1 purposes the three groups were equivalent

with regerd:44 marine knowledge, and that differences among groups

jwhen 'all items are considered are probably a fundtion of differences

in the level of difficulty of items unique to each
-

form.

An additional test of the equivalence of the three groups,
J 4

'was perfonfied by .using chisquare analyses .to test the equivalence of

response distribtition on the six items common to all forms (Table 3)..°

Results indicated that the response patterns were the same Across all

forms.% Separate analyses were done,igith the knowledge scores from

each of the three test ,forms. The results indicated that there.was

no test form effecteffect on any of the major relationships between knovledge
\,

.and other- variables.,

Marine Knowledge and Attitudes

*
One pf the major goals, of this study was to" provide an

indication of the level, of marine knowledge and type of marine

a ".)
attitudes of'Virginia s tenth grade students. Knowledge scores were

generated-by totalling the number of correct responses.: Out of a.

possible score of 25, the mean knowledge score for the entire sample

was 12.40 (about' ,50 per cent' correct). Attitude scores were obtained

by averaging the responses' to the fifteen items,in Part II of ths

survey. The sample mean, of 3.06 out of a possible 4.0 is 'indicative
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TABLE 3

( SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS 'OF INDEPENDENCE
,BETWEEN SURVEY FORM AR RESPONSES TO. ,ITEMS 66 - 71

Item
Number

D ees of- Calculated
Freedom Chi-Square

Chi-Square
at 05.-- .05'

i(
66. 11.12 15.51

67 4 8.97 9.49

.48" 6 5.37 12. 59

69 , 6.14 i 12.59

70 6 3g 1259

71 6 6.18 12 5941

S gnificance

0.1951

0. 0618

0.4970

0.4077'

0.1534

0.4031

1

-3
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. . .

of a moderately positive attitude toward'the.aggregate of marine issue

Included in till's section of the SOAK.

In order-to. examine

variables and the'dependent
I

a race (2) by sex (2):by:residence(2) analysis of variance was .per

formed onthe knowledge and attitude. scores. For knowledge;. the results

the relationship between. certain demographic

variables.of'marine'attitudes:and knowledge,

indicated the main effects of race, F (1,772) .= 68.2, 24.011 sex,'

F (1;772 = 26.5, 2. <.01, and residence," F (1,77A= 26.1, 'and

an in between residence and sex, F.(1 772) =. 8.7;.1!<. 1.

Substantively, white students scored higher than-non-whites. The main

effects of sex and residence on'knowledge scores are gualified...by.the'

shown in.Tible 4. The interaction suggests that knowledge

differences by .residence exists only among males, with deastal males

having a higher knowledge-level. Only for coastal students were there

pronounced differences between the knowledge, scores of males and females,

with Males having the higher kaowledge level.. The analysis of variance

for attitude scores according to the same demographic variables

5

revealed: main effects of race only, F (1,772) = 42.6, 11.<.01, with

white students expressing More positive attitudes. Knowledge and

attitude means upon which these calculations are based are shown in

Table 5,

Because re3ted studies haveiniicatedthat knowlvdge abOut

the environment may be related'to environmental attitudes, this

study examined the relationship between marine,knoy'edge.and attitudes.

When a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated,

the results revealed a significant positive relationship, r = .43,

P
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TABLE 4 4*-
. .

MEAN KNOWLEDGE. SCORES BY SEX
RESIDENCE

Sex

0

0

Residenc :Male Female

e

Ar

0.
- Inland 12.23 11,6o 11.87

Coastal 13.98° 11.66 112.86

13; 04 . 11,63
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I

TABLE 5

MEAti KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE SCORES

BASED ON RESIDENCEi. SEX AND RACE
c

1 .

Variable
I

CO

41110.61

'4

P

Mean .Kn.owledge ° Standard

S,Cor'e/N De

144n Attitude Standard

Score/N Deviation
.

Entire Sampl::

Coastal residence

-Male ,

White

Non -white

Female.

Whi.te

Nori-white

Inland res nce

Male

. Non-white

Female

1.1Thite.

Non-khite
-

IMM

.1

12.40/775

12A6/416 3.93

13:'98/21; 4.01

14. 681170 '5.58;

11.946 , '4.47

11.66/200,, 547
12,46/144 3.19

9,61/56 '3.34

11;87/359 3.57'

12.23/154 3.58

12.39/137 3'.66

10;9,4/17 56.

11.60/205 '3.55

11.74/186 ".3.47

10.16/19 4.09
t

J

3.06/779

3.07/417

3. 11/217
3.18/171

85/46

3.03/200

3.09/144

2.87/56

3.05/362

3.03/157

3.04/138

2.93/19
3.06/205

3.08/185

2, 85/20

P.39,

0,3.8

0.42
0. 37

32

0.30

0.39
o.g
0.45

0.34.,
0.35

.0). 44
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lor
. .

<.01'bettieen the two variables. This relationship was-emphasized.

by.a comparison of the attitudes of sttdents scoring in the top

fifteen per cent on .the 'knowledge portion of, the survey'and those

scoring in the lowest fifteen per, cent... -ts in Perkes (1976) study,

high scorers tended to have morepositive.attitudes and be less

-;114iAle, X =3.32, s2 =,0.08.aan low scorers, X = 2.79, s
2

= 15.18.

O

Marine - related' Experiences

The major purpose of this investigation was to determine

whether any of the marine- related experiences students had were
s .

related to theirOkknowledge and attitudes aboutthe marine. environment.

Each respondent was asked to rank the ten experience categories accord
.

ing to their relatiie importance in providing information about the

ocean.' 'The mean of ranks given to eaclizcategory was used to generate-
,'

a "Scale of Perceived Influence" of these "experiences on marine

knowledge (Figure 2). Coastal and inland students perceived the

-importance.of various experiendes in ffluch the same. manner. This was
..dr\

consistent with a detailed analysis of the fifty items contained in.
L.......-

-the7first part of the Marine Experience Profi2e, which showed that

student's of both geOgraphic areas had partidipated to thesame extent
.

P

in_marinerelated activities.

rnThe relationships between marine t owledge and the experience

categories as ranked by respondents were examined using a stepwise

multiple regression analysis. Data in Table '6 show that only televis

Lon.specials And movies made a noticeable contribution to the amount

of explained variation in marine knowledge s4res. In fact, even when
' .



COASTAL STUDENTS

1 .4

Telev isioi sPerials (7.17)

Movies (5.75) ---

RegillaOchool daises (5.53)---

Public aquaria and such (5.45)-7

4

-7gagazines (5.62)

---Ocean study class (5,47)
,

Beach recreation (5.47)

Educstion,at beach (5.15)--- ""Books (5,16)

. I

5

---Newspapers and IV news (4:93)

.
,

.

.

' Note: Nigher robes indicate greiter pernived influence.

Pvssible range 1-10.

INLAND STUDENTS

Movies (6;04)

Magazines .(5.49)

Education at,bes6 (5.40)

i ,
.

Fublieiquatia and such,(5,12)

Newspaper:: and TV news (4016)--

FIGURE 2:

SCALE OF ,PERCEIVED INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCES

ON MARINE KNOWLEDGE

or

Television specials (7,07)

1.

Ocean study closs(5.52)

--- Regular school classes (5,43)

beach' recreation (5,20)'

Books (5.02)

4'

o
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TABLE 6

a

SUMMARY TABU FOR STEPWISE REGRESSION OF
EXPERIENCE RANKINGS ON MARINE KNOWLEDGE

e

. .,

Multiple R' R Square RSQ Change

:Televisidk Specials 0.137 0.018 0.018 0.236

Moyi es '0.205' 0.042 0.023 -0.256

Nerspapers'and Tele-
vision News 0.229 .0.052 0,010 -0.213

Ocean Study kJ:lags' . 0.243 0.059 0.006 -0.119

Education at the
Belch 0.250 0.062 . 0.003 -0.131

Magazines 0.25 0.-064 0.001 -0.586 D-01
-

Beach Recreation 0.256' 0.065 0.001 -0.688 D-01

Books (outside of 0.257 0.066 MOO -0.163 D-01
.6chool)-

Public Marine':

Institutions 0.257 0,066 0.000 0.993 D-02
.

(Constant)

.

14.88
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all ten of the experience categories were entered, in the equation,

only 6.6 per cent of the varitnce in the observed knowledge scores was

explained:

A similar stepwise regression procedure was used to examine the

effects of the ranked experiences on attitude scores. Variables

were entered in a different order by the computer program, buteagain

the eqUatid9with all. ten experiences was able to/account for only
co

5.4 per cent of the variance in observed attitude scores (Table 7).

When correlation coefficients were calculated for the specific

t 0
experiences in Items 1 through 50-in relatibn to *nowledge and attitudes,

thirty,were significant at t14 .05 level for knowledge relationship

and thirty five were significant at the same level in relation to

attitudes. Because of the large sample size, the 'Statistical power

. was such that relationships could be detected that had no practical

hiplications. Correlation coefficients themselves however, made it

possible to identify three items which individually could account for

ten per cent of the variation in-knoWIpdge.scores:

-n
Item'12: Number of CoUsteau specialS een on television,-

r -.-37

Item 14: Reading of National Geographic, r = .31

Item 25: Swimming ability, r .34

(Negative coefficients result from the Order in which item choices

were listed, low number choices indicating -the highest degree of

participation.) None of the, experience items met the same criterion

,-- for relationship to attitude scores.

c.
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SUMMARY TABLE FOR STEPWISE REGRESSION OF
EXPER;ENCE RANKINGS ON MARINE ATTITUDES

Experience Multiple R R SqUare RSQ Change

Movies 0.155 '0.024 0.024 0.,270 D-01

Television Specials

kooks (outside-of

0.220 0:048 0.024 0.46 D-01

Schools 0.223 0.04 0.001 0.429. D-02
---.

Public Marine
lrtitutions 0.225 0.050 0.001 0.437 D-02

Beach recreation 13.227 0.051 0.001 0.286 15=02
1.

Education at the'
Beach 0.229 0.052 0.001 0,.c.,579 D-02

_Regular School
.Classes 0.230 0.053 0.000 0.370. D-02

Newspapers and'Tele=
visio4 News 0.230. 0: 053. 0.000 ;0.357 D-02

Ocean Study Class 0.231 0.053' 0.000 0.189 D-02
A

MAgazines . 0.231 0.053 0.000 0.198 D-02

(Constant - J 3.04
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nce between the knowledge scores of groups

choosing each Possible response to Items 12, 14 and

the groups were indeed significantly differentj, and:

2.5 indicated that

Tukey's thultiple

range test of group means-indicated-that greater partiCipatien in

each of the three,activitigs.was'related to higher.knOwledge scores.

Whet' the responses'to these items were subjected to regression

analysis, their cumulative effect accounted for 20.3 percent of the

variance in observed knowledge scores'

Knowl.edge ancrAttitudeTrend'Analysis

As a final type of analysis, descriptive'sta istics for the

knowledgq survey were produced. to provide an indication of.student

performance on the six categories of marine knowledge considered.

This a alysis is summarized by'c'ategory in Table 8. The data -indicate

that sttPd ent performance -was relatitely consistent across all cate

gories, resulting in nearly equal contributions of the categories to

the total knowledge score mean of 10.1 per

As for, attitude trends, visuall_nspection of'response means

cent.

for each attitude item revealed that respondents felt' most strongly
- .

about potential hazards to'the marine envitonment.'7Political,.

economic, and personal considerations were also viewed positively,
40,

but,attitudestwere not as strong on these issues. When'attitude

scores were divided into four Categories ffom,strongly negative to

strongly positive, only seven respondents (0.89 per cent) showed a

strongly negative attitudeand 51 students (6.5 per cent) expressed

a slightly. negative attitude, while 589 students were slightly/
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TAI3iLE 8

PROPOI.TION OF CORRECT RESPONSES (SOAK PART 41.1)
BY KNOWiEDGE CATEGORY

. 0

The Ocean as a:

Chemical
( : 3 1 items per form)

Bio..Legical.- community

(5 items per form)

()Ph.)1'sic.al system
(5 items per form)

Po 1.i t..i cal interface

(3 iteins per form)

Cultural influence .

(5 items per form)

Threatened resource
(4 items per form)

N

N-

N
%

%

N

N
.

Correct Reiptinses
Form A Form B Form 6 ..All Forms

427
53.5

527
39.6

684
51.4

372
46.(t.

556

41.8 ,

592

55.7

367
47.2

610
47.1

703
54.3

473.

60.9

701

54.1

457
44.1

,

472
60.7

673
52.o

458
35.4.

422

54.3

451

34.8

559
53.1

1266

53.8

1810

46.2

1845.

53.9

1708

1599'
51.0
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positive and 140 were strongly positive (74.8 and 17.8 Ter cent,

cespeCtively).

,

v

A

60



-- CHAPTER. V .,,;

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

.

.

- This'study provided information about the level of marine
.

knowledge, the marine attitudes, and the. marine-related experiences

of a sample of Virginia's'tenth grade students.. From this information

inferences may be made regarding the variables that could be related

to students' perceptions of the marine environment, and marine educa-
... ,. . /

.
.

.

.
.

itors may find. these inferences useful in planning instructional experi-

ences,

It.:should be noted that a Major. decision made during, the
,

.

course_ of the studyanvolved the use of three kh ledge survey .forms in

order to obtain data'on student knowledge of a arger number of marine

topics within the limited administration time of a 45-minute class

period. .The value derived from using three survey forms outweighs,

most of the difficulties involved in managing their analyses. Marine

Cducation as an interdis-ciplinary concern encompasses such'a large

number and. variety of concepts' that .cursory evaluatiOn procedures

assure an incomplete assessment. While the-knowledge part, Of:the SOAK

.
.

is 'hardly ..comprehenaiVe-ag-9,'neasure .a marine infbrMation level it

nevertheless provides a broad coverage of subject matter. To condense,

the scope of.marine education into 25 objective questicns 'would be

difficult to justifyreRfigle knoWledge test of such a length would

allow the entire SOAK to be administeredyithin 4 single 45-minute

class period but would provide less than 40 per cent of the informationD

that is now available from the use of three forms. The alternative of
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14 radminigtering a longer linciwi.eele test during a second c]agsperibd
0

weufd have been in unrea.,qe 1...1mand upon the generosity of

cooperating tftches and 3c7-zi7y wouldhaVe resulted in a lower

ritto.of returns.

It of-Results

Student performance. on,The knowledge section of the SOAK

%

resulted in a statewide average of 12.4 out of a posibie 25:(about

-50 per cent), with 93 per cent of the SUbjects exprdssing Positive

attitudes toward marine issues. Comparison of the mean attitude

measures of those who scored infehe top 15 per cent and those in the

bottom 15 per cent on marine knowledge indicates that stronger (more.

positive) and 16-Ss variable marine attitudes are associated with greater

marine knowledge.

An examination of-the attitude survey itself may provide some

oxfAanation of the overall positive nature of responses. The marine

drrirudes measured by the SOAK are a composite of feelings, beliefs,

mid opinions. Responses to .some items, such as those involving the

use of trenches as garbage dumps and the desirability of shark extinc-

,tion,are probably based on-an understanding of the basic concepts of

art .h forces ant biologidal interrelationships. Other items call. for

oppions about government.orcorporate responsibility-for- the use of
e.

-ocean resources. .While seven of the attitude statements deal with

pt4Istirvation of the marine

pervonal behavior, could be

for private use).. Most en ironMental issues entail an aspect of.per7

)'

9

environment, only one implies that a

involvee(fencing off,a section of beach
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sonat behavior, as a commitment to their cause, whereas' there are

probably few individuals who:aet on the aieuMption that their personal

behavior cyan have_m.__effect.on the,-ocean,--Oeean7preservation-does

not make, personal demands.'as a gerieral rule, and since the students

are not required to indicate how they personally would behave in

relation Lo any issue, positive responses ma4pbe given more freely.

The attitude instrument. as a whole, then,- is probably measuring

how students view mankind `s relationship to the ocean, as opposed to

measuring the depth'of the students own commitment to holding intact

the natural systems involved.

Marine attitudes are probably positive across the general

population as well as the school population sampled because Of the

nature of the ocean as a referent objoct. The ocean,for insta6e,

tss tlrequently used as a site for reoreation,-reflection; and relaxation.

Its associated images are pleasant ones. Otherreferent topieg in /

environmental literature, such as air quality or surface mining,

produce negative images or may be of such a local nature that people

respond with neutrai,opinions for lack of interest or information.

Appariently even those people_Who havenever.seen the,ocean (6.2 per cent.

of students'in this study) know enough about iit to have positive
-

I ,

Ceelings toward-it.

an is hardly a reasonable basis forFeeling good

ra onal decisions about whether.coastal states should build

deep -water ports to accommodate very large crude oil carriers, or

whether landlocked nations should have-unlimited_access_to_the-

resources of the high seas. The dpveloPment of a marine-literate



populace is a necessity that transcends the development of gop4.

feelings.. In the words of Dr. Gilven Slonim (17970), president

of the Ocepic Education Foundation,

The United States future will be inextricably tied to
the oceanic world. How well the nation rises to this
challenge of the sea will depend ultimately on the enlightenment,
the determination, the direction of its policy drive, and this-is a
function of how well its people understand theiseal...every
single substantive aspect of the global sea's influence upon
the human conditionwFor the United States must invest its
eaergiep, and-ingenuity-1 as well ap additional educative
escurces, in multicultural, multidisciplinary oceanic
education to sharpen its citizen's' understanding of the world
ocean. Once knowing [sic] their profound stake in the
sea, their new knowledge will enrich their sense of the
future destiny of this nation, which manifestly remains
oceanic. (p. 6)

How,, then, isthe educative process best approached for develop

' rent of both maximum knowldge and positive attitudes? Since this

study'has shown that there is a fairly strong positive relationship.

,b-etween attitudes and knowledge, both could be approached simultaneouSly..

This
... _

studY hPrOf re, attempted to identify studentexperieftes. that

might be related o either positive cr high knowledge. level. These

oNperiences could provide a. basis for .recommending Methods* of effectively
. _

implementing marine education programs.

Since both.coastal and inland students indicated that they

halit:participated in marinerelated activities to .the same ext nt (with.

thetexception of time actually spent at the beach) it appears that

sheer numbers of experiences or high participation levels at, the coast

were not major factors related to marine knowledge And attitudes.

When the students ranked teln types of experiences accordinOo their

pevceived value in'influencing knowledge and attitudes about ,the
4

0
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.4

oceans, television and movies were identified as-the source ofmost of

their marine information. Although regression analyses credited the

4 rankings of these sources With explaining 4.2 per cent of the know-

ledge score variance, the individual experience item dealing with

the. number of Cousteau specials seen'on television was shown .to be

significantly related to knowledge scores.

According to Dr. Peter Sandman (1978), author of many pUblica-

tiops about the mass media and environmental education,-,p people generally

have difficulty identifying thc source of "their information. The

infi)lence of television is often overestimated be,cause television is

. -
.

so dominant in people s lives. In this investigation, however,

it appear's that students have been accurate in their selection of

television special s as being influential in in reasing marine

awareness. "This is indicated_by the size'of e correlation coeffi-

..:k P

cient between knowledge scores and the number of Cousteau specials

seen. A typical Cousteau special includes not only marine information
,

but an attitudin al element aimed at increasing awareness of the ocean .

as a,threatened environment. , It islikeIy'that this combination,

accessible to such a large audience, is a major influence.on national,

marine awareness.

Dr, Sandman (1978) also postulates that

...both information and interest are probablycumulative
and interactive; that is, the effect of a particular source
may be dependenlorrether sources that are lessvisible/memor-
able. (p. 2)

In this regard.it is possible to view some of the experiences related

to marine knowledg, and- attitudes as) arts,of the broader influence
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of socioeconomic level. This would be consistent with'the pct that

reading National GeograRhic is significantly related to knowledge

level ,and that'Students-with knowledge scores above 20 indicat2bd

extensivetravel 'experience and Participation in many, recreational

marine activities. It. is likely that families of higher socioeconomic
7 I

,lovels place a high value on personal enrichment and make available
' 1

, 0

numerous and varied learning experiences.

With the possible "background influence.of socioeconomic status

in mind, other demographic variables were examined Tor relationships
.

to marine and knowledge. Mean knowledge scores, found
- i

,
..

to be significantly different with regard to race, sex,, and residence
I

. .

(coastal or,inlandi, In particular, coastal students scored higher

than,iniand studCnts males'lcored higher than females, and whites
'4

o

°sL%red higher than nun - whites.: Highest. scores .were made by white',--

male from coastal schools. In the case of attitude scores,. white

. ,

ec,,staL males exhibited the most positiveqattitudes, with all other

whito, groups being moderately positive. Group means.for attitude

of nonwhites approached neutrality across all 'sex and residence t

crasifications.
At

.There is-evidence,then:thaicoaStal

. white ,..:oastalmales, have the highest level

males; and particularly

of marine awareness, for

the smple. If one were to speculate as to the'reasons for this

difference, several possibilitieS are evident. First, the socio-
c

ecoilomic status data collected, while admittedly over- generalized

and .subject to the perception of the cooperating-teacher, indicate

120-tespondents wete from coastal-schools serving an upper

G
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middle or-upper class population. Only 28 inland students were:from

schools serving the upper middle class. It is likelY that families

of a higher socioeconomic status provide a-greater number and variety

of learning experiences for their children than is possible for lower

-
income families. Higherleoastal scores could pact be explained by

_ -
the fact tAat a larger..numbPr f coastal school respondents were,from

upper or upper, middle class families., In addition, coastal proximity

_obviously makes available a large number of varied marine-rerated

experiences. Even if, participation level is equivalent regardless

of residence, c.1:1.4opportunit40-Available favor males.'
.

. , ! . ,

.

.

As for the differences in marine'awareness.-basedori:race e,and
. 4 . - _. ._

sox, a imowled-ge survey: in which 68 per eent .0f. the questions are

-:science based may create a bias' science. students,.. .

most.of-which are white males. The mar-ine related careersto.which

a student may aspii:e are'also'dominated by this group-o:-Thi is not

meant to imply that marine knowledge or marine ,occupations, or both;

are science oriented, but the expertise of program directors and

marine educators 'in general-tends to produce such an iniage.

Because demographic variables themselves cannot ordinarily

be manipulated, the educator.seekingtto increase marine awareness is

raced with the task of overcoming such effects, if possible, by.providing

Oomponsating experiences or by treating known awareness deficiencieS

dirdctly. The involvement of. minorttygroupsin marine education should

he approached the. same manrcr as.their involVement in any other ,

.activity. Increasim overall educational attainment and awareness

of marine-related opportunities in ,par` would be the logical

46
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_approach to resolving the differences noted (Schwaab, 1978). An

exaMi.nation bf.the subject matter surveyed in the knowledge section of

the SOAK can provide the-basis for some concrete recommendations

concerning student marine knowledge. Data from'Table 8 indicate that

students are strongest in their knowledge of the ocean as a political

intetf4ocy-a-cheMicai medium, and a threatened resource. The students
\,

scored lowest on items presenting the ocean as a cultural influence:

The knowledge part of the SOAK provides a broad overview of. the

potential scope of marine education, and by examining 'specific item

responses, a teacher could determine specific strengths and weaknesses-
.

of students as an indication,of where to begin in teaching.

The overall performance level of about, fifty per cent on know-

lodge scores may be credited largely to informal experiences. There

was no signifibant rela-*.ionship between any type of regular school

class and students' 'knowledge and attitude scores. Even,those students

vilha had participated in a separate ocean study course (11.3 percent

',.of fte sample) did,not have.scores that were significantly higher

thall the rent of the sample. A fifty per cent knowle a level across,

all topics measured'is-hardly grounds for self7congra la ion. .It:

indicates the nee& for inclusion of more marine information in some
$. --

form in a planned-educationalretting,4 setting. designed to

-specifleally'indrease knowledge, to heighten perceptions,' or to

roster positive attitudes.

Cor-kqusions and Recommendations

The most important conclusions resulting from analyses of

I. o

..
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silrvoy Responses Were. cbncerned with factors related to marine knowledge.

. .

Virq,Inil's tenth graders liave-a. fairly-low leVel of khlwledge about
,

the ocean. This knowledge is greater in some areas of interest
'r

.. (pbys;ica.l.seience and socialstudies) than in others tested. It-also

varies with the race, and place. of residence-of-the respondent.

: Students perceive marine - related television programS and movies

.to be the greatest influence on their knowledge about he ocean. 'While

tife combined effect of the;eyariables accounts for a small amount

of the variation'in knowledge scores, some specific experiences were

identified as being capable of individually explaininglarger propor-"
.

I

tipns of the variation. The nature of these experiences and others

identified-by students scoring highest on marine knowledge leads one

to betievefthat-an underlying but here unidentified vary ple of socio-
,

c.70n0mic status may beCOntributing to the acquisition of 'marine

knowl'edge. Socioeconomic status may dictate, for example; not only

whe,:t.her a.student has access to television, but alsowhat'programs.

me 'watched. Could a'COusteaurtelevision special take.precOence over

favorite situation comedy.or game'shbw? To .provide data'for addresS-.
- .,

ing such,probleMs, futhre/itse of the Survey of-Oceanic Attitudes and

lineWledgeshoulCiffclude some questions designed to generate specific
.t

InforMation conOerning.the-sociocconomic status of respondents,.

on the other hand; one assumes. that the.experiences related

to marine knowledgeareindeed. a. direct influence on marine' awareness,
.

it. is rpoommended tit access to them be equalized across sOcio-

economiy:bri-ters by.tllaximizing-participation'within the classroom.

MAn,y'ol Coqsteau ssteleviston specials are available as' 1U mm films
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ror'classroem use. Likewise, the acquisition and reading of National
.

Geoaraphie articles need not be left to individual student enterprise.

Classroom study of the materials>including projection of illustrations,,
.

clarifleatilonof vocabulAry, and discussion of the meaning and impor-

k
twice of the_subjectbling Considered could greatly increase the value

or the jottfiC17-Tg'-ag-inStructional aid.

A further recommendation addresses the relationship between

demographic characgcristica and mat k. knowledge and attitudes. Science,

marine'recreation and marine currently appear to favor white

males. In order to encoufage the entry and participation of other

groups in these-areas, a deliberate attempt should ,be Made to

increase student awareness of the potential for greater involvement-pf

rendes and non-whites in marine experiences. Guest speakers, visual

aid,s, and the vocabulary of discussions in general should be utilized

in such a way as to reflect

approach.

-"i
an "equal opportunity, affirmative acton

Tr

A final substantive recommendation' involves'Utililation of the

data from Tahle.8. This investigation has approached marine education

as a multidisciplinary topic rather than as a-branch of science

eNCluSi7ely.. The data suggest that some improvement in the level-of

'student knowledge about-the'ocean is desirable, .and specific ocean

stUdy courses have not been shown.to be Significantly related to marine
1

knowledge or attitudes. On the basis of this information, it is

q

recommended that subject matter dealing with the ocean be infused into

existing curricula in order to increase awareness of what Slohim (1977)

has termed '!the integrative humanities- of our world sea.

47.
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/

Perhaps with a broader view, one %Mich focnses 'on oceans
and coastal areas, and all their.important

--
contributions to

.

mancommerce, food, recreation, energy-- marine
n

education...
can make a contribution to the political process so crucial
to the future of the coasts and oceans, and of man. (Jacobius,
1977' P. 1)

In anticipation of the use of thq Survey of,Oceanic Attitudes

and Knowledge for extendin&anCrefining the relationshiPs repOrted in

this dissertation, the following-improvements should be made;

Format changes in the survenstrument itself and in its administration

could provide. a more_comprehensive look at marine knowledge. It is

__ recommended
that future administrations of the survey be extended to

occupy two class periods at the possible expense of some portion of

/).14:-, response rate. The first class period would be devoted to the

collection of demographic data and responses to. the Marine Experience

Profile. All three knowledge forms should be combined into a single

test and administered along with the attitude survey during the second

The technique of attempting to identify speciie knowledge-

related experiences could be enhanced by experiments involving the

value of.certain experiences'-in a4,retest-pOsties design. Methods .

could also be improved and'expanded by testing in.a 'Standard curriculum

course.. For example, what earth science experiences outside of class
a

are related to high scores on geology.tests?

Finally, the possibility that.knowledge.el in general is

,

related to performance on marine knowledge- tests should be investigated.'

Scor0S. from standardivd achievement. tests, for example, .could be cm-.

pared witli:marine knoWledge scores to...proVae_-this_informatio.
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.As for attitudes, this study pftvides evidence that most of

/

s tclith gradersrexpress.positiveattitudes.toward marineP
.

issueS, with higher knowledge levels being associated with more positive'

marine attitudes. As in the ease of marine knowledge, marine attitudes

virry somewhat with th,, race, sex, and place of residende of respondents;

Attitudes, however; do not appear to be related- to any specific

experience students have

c .possible advantages of coastal' prCdmity were evident in

both 'the higher knowledge amd attitude scores, ofthe Coastal subsample..

-re students over a much latger geogtaphig areawere surveyekit. would

be.possible to.coffipare.results fo.r coastal and inland states, as well

as'for. other subgroups of,the United Mates population such as rural

versus urban or east coast versus west. coast Samples.. >Additional data

from these larger samples could make it possible.t6 state with greater

t:ertainty whether racial effects are of practical significance and,

whether coastal proximity terse or-other variables contingent upon

or.arising from place of residence are related to marine knowledge

or attitudes.
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SOAK: Part II
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51 Author

52 Author

53. Author

54 Author
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56 Author.
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61 Author

62 Author

63 Author

64 Author
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C78. - Author
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SURVEY OF OC NIG--ATTITUDES AND KNOWLEDGE

SOAK: PART I
MARINE EXPERIENCE PROFILE

-.., Below:is a list of activities that have.helped:some people
Team abput the ocean: Please indicate whith of the experkenc.rn
vou havelhad. .At the end of Part I you will be asked to rate each
type of experience' as to how important it has been to your learning
about the ocean.: ' .

Mark all your answers on the.answer sheet in the numbered
spaece that corresponds, to your answer. For example, if a question

tsays
.

_s*

Xi.: Have you ever gone clam.digging? '1) yes. 2) no

you do this'cfairly often, or have'doneit once at least, you
would .ma:/k on yOur answer sheet:'

xi. 411top) ®
Read tke inst4Uctions for each part of the survey carefully. If you
wishr-to chafige7any of xour answers, bCsure to erase your original
answer completely. .0

'.

BEGIN
/

Have you.. seen any of these movies?

1. .J4ws/ .(1) yes .(2)-no

The Deep (1) yes Of no.

0. Orca (1) es (2) no

) Yep (i) nlb

(1). yes--- (2) no

4. Blue Water, White Death

5. Shark's Teeasoro

ti Neptune Factor (1) yes (2) no

!. 20,000 Leagues Under khe Sea (1) .yes no

8. Tentacles (1) yes. (2) no



3

\\
, 1

In Questions 9-11, .tell whether you watch.each television series

(1) alwa3s
(2) usually
(3)'seldom:

(4) 'never

9. Wild, Wild World of Animals

la. Man from Atlantis

11. Wild Kingdom

-How many Jacques Cousteau.specials have You seen on television?

A

of them
(2) 3 to
(3) 1 or 2

(4) none

13. How much have'you learned about the ocean from television news

programs?

(1) nothing
(2) a few thing
(3) quite a bit
(4) most of what I know bout the ocean-

For each of the magazines in Questions 14-19, tell whether you read

it

cr:4

(1)'always
(2) usually
(3) sometimes
.(4) never

14.. National Geographic

15. Sea Frontiers

1 o. S\cienceVerld

17. .- Oceans

. 18, Natiorial Wildlife

19. Natural History

C)
4
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20. Have you learned anything,about the ocean from Anewspaper?

(1) yes (I), no

21. How many books have you read aloilt the ocean in the last two years?-
. .

.(1) more than 10 books
(2) 4 to 10 books
(3).1 to 3 books
(4) none- -

99. Ha,re you ever lived within 50 miles of the ocean.

(1) yes, for-much of mylife-
;(2) yes, for 2-5 yearS
(3) yes, for about a year
(4) no, never

23. Howmany tithe's did you go to an ocean beach last year?

(0 once a month or more ofterie,
(2) 2 to 10 /separate tripis
(a) one trip
(4) did. not go last year
(5) have. never been to an ocean beach

.24. How frequently do you usually go on a boat to travel, fish,
cruise, relax, etc.,. on the ocean?

(1) morothan,10 times a year
(2)5 to 9 times a'year , 4

C.' 1 to 4 times a year
usually do not go out. on a'boat
have never been onHa boat in the ocean

How well can you swim?

(1).1 can swim at least. 1000 yards (10 football fields
(2) I can. swim at least 100 yards (1 football field)..
0\1 can swim at leaSt 50 yards.
(4) r\Fan swim, but not 50 yards.
(5) I daTet swim.

.\

If you could have our choice, Wouleyan.live in an area r'.

2:6.

9"7
...1.

28'..

neAr a river or lake

...\,

near -.ho. ocean :'

away from bOdies. of water

(i)-Yes-

.-
i-(1) yeS ''

(1)' yes

(2)

(2)

(2)

no

no

no

J

7
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Have youleyer:

9. Been scuba diving or snorkeling?
(1) yes (2) no

30. Been fishing in the .ocean? (1) yes. (2) no

Made a seashell collecti?
d

on '(1) yes (2) no _

32. Attended an organized Sea: Camp? (1) yes c2) no

0.3. Been a Sea Explorer? ,

4 .

(1) yes (2)- no
-1 1

(2) no

(2) no

(2) no

(2) no

( 2) no

Ha%
- .

you ever-visited any of-the. following?

14. Sea._ World' (1) yes
. ,

35. Marincland 7.
. ( ./ -yes,.

36. Now England Aquarium (1) yes

,-,
)/. Mystic Seaport or Aquaium (1) yes

. National. Aquarium (1) yes
,...

_,_,--TN. Muscud of- Natural History (1) yes

to

(2) no

4J..' Mariners Museum (1) yes
4 () no

41. Roanoke Valley Science Museum' (1) yes (2)

-42. Would you like to learn more ;about the oceans?

(1) yes (2) no
.

43. Are you interested in a career related to the oceans?

(1) yeS (2) no ra

44:.' Have you ever taken a separate class in oteanogr
biology, or a related .ocean subject:?

yes (2) no

no

For Questions 45-50, try to recall which of your on Middle'
school, juniar high, or high school classes have involved- ocean

'7. study. - ,

7.,
40

4
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. ,

14

,
. .

.0,1-0cach of, the classes listed in 45,50; tell how much time was
,..

Ln'studics about soLe aspect
,,,

gf theoceans, using .these choices:
-7..

/ ., -,,.
. .

01 mor than a month
(2H), to-4 weeks

' (3). one week or less
(4), no time

(5) di d not take 'the, class

sal
gt,

Ltfc Sciencp (7th 'grade): C .1.

Earth /Space. Science'

47. Biology

Social. Studies (geography, history, etc.)

49.: English or_ anguage Arts

50'...A41 other junior high and high school elasseS pat-together

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT SECTION OF PART 1,.
.

'

The v.xperiendes you have just. identified are grouped below into 10
.categories.. Keeping in mind*.the-questions you have answered up toto

picase2RANK the' 10 in ,order of :their importance in helping p2.12

Iparn about the oceans.
- '

USe the answer sheet spaces numbgred 1.01.tot*1101,-*
ro

B. In the .list below, find 'the expeiience yOu consider most
.

important, and mark'ilt as, a 10.6n your answer ,sheet.

.

C. 'Bind' thd noxt, most importet\evcricnCe, and mal-k.it 9 eft.
the answer S!leet.

.

D: Continup in this manger until you,reach thd experience
.category you. consider to 'he the least important, ;and mark
4=N-1--H

E. Use cagh, number, 1-16, only
section.

;

101. Movies

Tefevitsion

.103. :Newspapers

104. ,M4azines

. A ,

specials
.

and tv news

.

once in your answers for this

I'

.,
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A

105 ' Regular school ciassei

t06. 'Ocean study class..

107. Books (outside of school)
.1k(

.

tl

rr

ION Recreational activities at-i.the beach

I 09.z. Educatidnaf ac'tivi'ties at the beach
0

11 O. Vis.-tts to, plialie aquaria, etc:

;

°

0

O

ot

..i

0

0

0 <,

A

4:,1
.

1.

7.

fl

e,

-0

-3
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" . .There .a.-n"lio*!
r
rightl answers to this part ofthe survey: For state-....

incurs 51-5, F.choo s e. your hnswera . from this iitt:

SOAK: PART II
ATTITUDES

J(1) ,definitely agree'
-W tend .6 agree
(3) tend -to .disagree

(4)' dp'initeix disagree

Example.: Near as beach is the best.

.1

place to live.

definitely agree or disagree with this statement,.

' mark answer 1 or '4 accordingly: ' If you aten! t sure how you feel;
.

choose the7answer. whick comes closest to ,your feelings at the
presenI time.

_! . - -
51. The resources of the oceans are insignificant compared to the

,

resources of the land masses.
..,,

.

. -

.. 52: Some unusu44. or delica,:e doastal:envii-onments should be off-
-

1 im1t8; ,p eftp public.
-

.
..,

.
.

53. -The 'government sllo ld ilehave the right tb -regulate the
fshing' iidustry.

.

.
.

,. . /
c.i. The dcedn>ia so vaat that piillutton has,practic43Iy no effect

on i t.'.
..

a

.
*

:F1;.. t,. -
..

. .

.6 iheUnited,States should spend more .money to increase food
.production, from the sea.. .

.

, ; c,

. . 0

,, ..

., .

56: Coastal wetlands' (marslics and suCh) should be fl. led in to..
provid6-Morp .land for hoiries near the, Coast. .. .

'57. If TITglics became extinct, the world would be a lot better off.
'

o

Ocean trenches would .be a ,good place: to. dispose of the wastes -
from our cities.

5t;11 . Tie oceans -repres ent only a. lifilited soured. of,Tood'and resources
. --

for the fure.
- ., -

.
.. )..

o '
60.. There-ghbuld be In intelilational* agreement about some form of'

, .

Paniahment frr industries and oil: tankers that p011ute -the
.

ocean. .,
. \--

.

.

,

V
.

V 4 . .
.

gOI.
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Ire
.

. -

61. We should than tuna fishing,in order to'priptbct porpoises; which

dredsomctime4,acCidentally,caUght in tuna nets:',
*1 , e

62. Offshore oirresources;aannot be exploited id.tholit permanent
da.mage to:Lthe ocean envir6nment.

,
1

63. Nners 'of beach 'homes and motels should be "allowed to fence
sectiopsof beach for their private"Use.-

. e.

64.* Spme suctions of seashore should be set aside just for. people's:
pcvsonal enjoyment.

65. A person living 500 miles inlrinclwol.A&-not be'affected'by the

, :

ocean. .

CI_

C-

,

I 0

u

1

e.
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SOAK: PART III.
KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

In this section/of the SOAK thereoisoply one 'right answer
Tor each question. ,Rqad each question carefully and choose the
ianstr you feel is the.best.. Mark your answer sheet as shown in
!The example below: '. .

:

4
/Example: -X3. Which Of the following is the greatest tideproducing

force Tor the wOrldi4 oceans? .

.- , .
. -

(1) sun 't/ ,.

.,:. ;,

(2) moon
.(3) planets

(4)"stfi's
..:7-, ' A

a.nceythe'CorEsct answeraisq2) lipon, you should mark yoi answer
'sheet:

30. C)410000
Remomber to el-0g completely if. you make changes onyour answer
sheet. .

. : .r

. ,

66. Wiiat Rercen,i'ZI the

(T) O-
(2). 5o
(3) .60

*(4) 70

BEGIN

his surface is covered-by oceans?

67. SNerynaturally.4ccurring_element- -
in sea water. %

.

% 41.(1) true (2) false

is present to some extent.,

Tbe.United States has-extended its economic bouPdary toa
distance of ? milesoffshore.

(1), 3

, (2) 12

(3) NCI
(4) 200

.101

t

0,0
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mythology tht Roman -ge of the sea wag

(1) Apollo.
(2) Neptund
(3) "Demeter

(4) ZeuS

4.

r-

70, .The greateSi production of otganic matt,n. would be jband,in.
one sguare kilometer of ,.

. .

(a open ocean 7,.r

(2) mudflat,
(3). Salt marsh:

4 (4) sand dune

i
71. Large quantities of'dil have been found Fyn the continental

shelf off the coast of Virginia.
. .

"(1) true *(2)

A72. The primary p77.ducer.Tin the marine food chain copsistS, of

)(1) zooplankton
(2) small fish .

*(3) phytoplankton
(4) invertara ,

.

A73. There is evidence that tae North AmeEican continent has -

(1_) never moved an d probably will not move ,

(2)' moved in thepast,,but 'is not - moving now
(3) not moved, but could move .

(4) moved in the past and'ispresentlismoVing

A74. When organic wastes are broken dIvin in water, what substance
is removed from ,the water?

(1),carbon dioxide
*(2) oxygen
(3) hydFogen

.(4),ammonia

.

A/J., In the' statement, skater'ater'eyerywhere Ana trot a drop t&
dillik.thepOet wasA4eridng to 4

(.

f qasea water
, A

(2) rain water .

(3) polluted water/
(..4) a,. flood ''AT

.

.
/

102
7
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*.t' A76. T,he 'harvest an' sale of tome food Organisms from he Chesapeake
Hay has been' stoRpect because these organists contain unacceptable
;levels of

(1) DDT
*(2) lead
(3) mercury

-144) kepone

A77, In the folloWing ,foOd the
.

top carnivores are
,

(1) terns and weakfish
- ,(2) anchovies and 'croakers

(3) skates, terns and Weakfish
(4) croakerS Aind skateS

i .
0

terns Weakfish-.,
ci..
i

skates 4----- anci,:wries:
, ,..., 0 .. .

... '. :,/'
mussels. mysid 5hrimp --"I''. ,

shoreline olgae

b..
A 78. The amount of land sur ace in the Northern Hemi,spherb 'is

...
(I) 'considerably less than the land surface in the Southern i o

Hemisphere '
4 (2) about tilt, same as the land ,surfafe in the Southern

Hemisphere
--'* (3) considerably greater than the land surface in the

d NSouthern- Hemisphere
.."

croakers

e

.A79. ....The English language contains Many- familiar, expressions that .
originated as, .sayings about the .sea. hiOpf the following "..,,is not one of these saylIngs?.. ...

, ,

---.-4
(l) Time' and tide 'wait for no ntain.. , 3

''`. (2) As."- fickle..as . a fishwife' . N.. 1 e.,.(3)' Any. old port'in a store
(4 Red sky at :light, sailors delight.
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,ASO. 'Surface seawater is saltiest where

p I ,,-:

(1)Trgcipitaticin is' high and)evaParatian.is low-
'ft *(2) evhOratien is high and precipitatidn is low ..

(3) prec -pitation'equals evaporation
..(4) ere is no- evaporation or precipitation

he U.S , 6V'erriinent agency concerned with the-study of; the` AS.1.
JW

oceans is ..

' I

i(1) NOAA ,....

,

a
(2) EPA
.(3)- NASA .

(4) CIA .

AS2,

ter. .

SuOertankqs carrying oil do; not; cone' to Xirginia at preient
because ..

';
.

,),

c

(1) there am no deepwatir, port,s,far .them.

.(2) they cail.not go across the Chesapeake BayBriegeTunnol
'(3) tajot tefixerie& and pipelines are not lacaxed here

3 A4) all of the aj5ve .- 0
. ' .' ce

,
, 3:- A tYpicai.marine figh possesses.a swim bladder which ,enables_,

it to-ddlupt.to limited-Changes'in
4,

A

, .

oxygen content*
metabolic waste woducts
pressure : 2

.
.

salt conceptrations . ,

/ / '

,

. . -.
\

As seen 'froM above, the Setty'in the following pictu.,- will.
cauTe, - /

(1) ,sand to/build up at side A and erod,; at-side B.
A*(2) sand to erode -from Side A .and build up at side B

(3); erosion to'occur on both sides: . NN
:

(4). sand to build.up on-both ides .

6]

C :.t...
B 44-

. Direction
.

t
, .,

y of curtbnt

* A" 5. The Monitor was

shorelifle
n

. (1) the first S. nuclear'submarino.,,
(2) a ship aboard which a famous treaty was signed

.

4

A
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:*(3)- an drimplad.warshili in the Civil Wa
(4) the Trst ship destroyed at Pearl Ha ber:

Th.agfiiip7of sea animals that contains2the largest numbee of
-threatened or enda4gered,species is.' 14

(1) fish
.(2) moi1uskS-

(3).eChinoilerms

'(4) mammals

:17. Many oil
3
tankers fly the flags

Liberia, begauSe,these-countries.

c(1) are great oil producers, ®.

*(2) haVie.weaker sihipPing regulations

..

of a few small. countries- like

(3)- are polfically:neutral
(4) have the tliggest ships

O

A88, Daily temperatu e changes in ocean waters at one location are

much less thah in air
(2) about the-same as in air
(3) much more than. in air_

. .

Scrimshaw.'wasAg9,

Ai=
'one -of tre
the type of
a series of-
the whalers'

-c-__

tall ships
II

the'Bieeritennialin
writing found .in the bead Sea Scrolls/
knots -used in sail-riggings'
art.of'cary,ing on whale teeth and bones,

mvi
AN. Sharks frequently attack swimmers alOng'our,shbre.. . ,

:*(2) false

.f

. s <

t,

1

I

STOP. '

I
.

Turn in 'your surve)s form and
l

answer sheet,te'your ted'Clim
,sure your answer sheeto'ha'S th

.-Test'Perm letter ,marked, On 'it.

,;Willari:.you for your cooperation.
.
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'%
,..

.,
2: The deepeSt ocean ,trenches currently. !Town are in the

. . .. 4., .,, .

(1) Atlantic,Ocean 2 j

(2) Indiati Ocean ' .

;

.\

'*(3) Paoli* Ocean.
.4 clyMediteprapean Seal!

-

*

,.4. ': . .

.
,

B73. . Which of the 'fblloWing stories does not take place do an ISlaktd?.

(1-) Robinson Cru*soe :

(2) Swiss Family Robinson '
*(3) Captains dOdrageous.

'. (4) I-Nwaii
... ';'s . I ,

1174.- hith of the following' nations has no seacoast?

r.

1

(1J7."France.

*(2) tlbet
(3) Guatemala
(4) Algeria

0 .

Several, species of whales halte becOml- endangered because of
/

ID

(I) poIlutign-of the oceans by indpstrialrwaLes
(2) oil pills from tankers and offshore drilling
(3) a reduction' in their food supply

c".(4)-comercial harvesting by man .

0

.

4 To keep the rhythm of the oars, or to: pull together in raising
.fhesails, the crew. of ano ealy sailing ship would sing Songs
called, I-

'°

1.

*(I) Chanteys
(2) Faroli
(3) timers

(4) canticles

A

.

477. If ti._ figure belOw represents an area, off the coast of .

'Virginia; IP.

(1) Xity.,A will 'have the cooler average temperature in summer
*(2) gity B will-hve the warmer' average temperature in winter....___
(3) both Cities will have the same average temperature in, winter

'''.

.41,

(4) both cities will have the same average- temperaturb inn "summer
4,

r

Mainland
,1

City
0

,

Islands

Bay 0
t---7--10 Ion-4 city

B

C , .

,22,2

.8

4,

I

v

I
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'..

,.,..,

Mi.. Natural resources are-equally distributed across the face of,
the globe. ..,. , .

.
, i A,. ,

(7.).' true 42) false].

137'9 Marine phytoplankton are responsib le for producing ? of the
earth s.o-xygen..'

,

mere.

!HO. Green plants'do not growat greatdehths in the ocean because
'

. 't

-(T),the.water pressure is too great'
(2)-Oxygenand carbori dioxide are not found .at these depths
(3,) the temperature is too cold

q..).). sunlight does not penetrate to_ great ocean depths
4

I
A

-B^1. ,k.large earthquake might cause a in' the '-ocean.

-=1. (1)jarge-scalroccan current ,.

*(2)-tsunami (tidal t9,/e)
(3) poi;sonous.red tide :

(4) change in fish-migration.
.

RS2. WhO finst charted theq)ath of the Gulf StreaM?'
--.g

.
.

.
(l) nris,topher ColtAbus
(2) Vasco DaGama .

: . . ,
(3) Matthew Fontaine MaUry

, ..

. ..(4)' Benjamin Franklin ..

_.,) P , ,'* *
113. Apppvidateiy what percent-of the U, S poindation.lives

within 50 miles of the coast?

'.. ''' .1

(1) 10%
(2) 30% .

.4-3) 60% . 2

(4) 90%.

. r

13
. ;Which of the. oilowing is an economically idportant product.0 g

'Of the Chesapeake Bay?
z)..

°°(1) 414
(2).Jobstets . , .,--0

*(3) .blue. crabs
.* ,

(4) Isquia ..

.. ...

. ,

t _

C.

6t.N

irt
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currents of the ocean move

clockwise in both 'the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
counter:-clockwi se .ip 'both thp Northern nnd Southern,

.

Hemispheres .,, .
.

,, ,--v-

clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere' and counter-clodkwi'se
iii the Southern Hemisphere
counter-cloCkwise in' the-Northern Hernisface and cloCkwise.
in the Southvn ifamisphere .

'
.

Mot oilpollutiori in the ocean Comes from

:(1) routine -sihip maintenance-in port
-A. (2) `freaks, undeTwater pipelines'

-** (3) 'damaged -oil tankers
.

(4) leaks in Offshore.- oil wells /
137. t. The

ff
Ra Expedition.; indicated that A

.

'(1)
(2)

(4)

RS'S .42 The
the

Sea

- ..
. ...

early men could have traveled ereb.r.di.stanceq in reed boats",
reed boats were not suitable for. gea- 4atel . 4

the Indies could ho reached by sailing eastward
it- was possible to sail around' Cape, Horn.,,';% !, - : -,

adimal group that has no land or fresh -water members

sponges
mollusk'S
echinoderms
coeledterates

water -frees at ,

0
C C 1(320F)

: (2) . tempera imreg- higher than 'b°0.-,

f.:k3) tepperatrei 1 wen than 0 °C
. ./ A

13. 44) none of "tile a bve. Sea water - does

1390. Most species of .-.Pish foudd in lakes :a...dd

thc7 ocean. j

true *(2) falle

17

J4

. . -
v."

y.

.

.

I

not freeze.

ri,yers, 'are also found

,-
4

Make sure your answer sheet has
. Test Form lettelr marked,on it. Turd"
your .surVeY"papZr7anff answer sheet in
to your teacher. Thank you for your
coopetation.

,
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(172..-.%Mt.'.edible shellfish are found In areas of
.

*( ) shallow coastal. waters
( ).deep.odean waters-::
( ) freph-4aier marshes ...
( Very-salty waters''.'

%

,C73. D Stance or position north or south of the equator is called

Sr
r

*(1).,latitude
(2) _longitude

er
.(3) 'leagues'

C74. The'olondition known as the "bends ", results when a person d.s
subjected to

(1) a sudden increaSe in pressnre
-`(,2) .a sudden decrease in pressure'

(3) air containing too little nitrogeft

(4) air containing too' much nitrogen

A

C7.5. -toll are taking- this test(in'theEnglISElanguage because
.

.

.(1) Henty VI made this Ourjiffiaal:language
(2) the Spanish was defeated pryEngland-
(3) the thlited States won 41 Re1i-eiweienaly War

(4) the.Pope's:Line of Detharcatio ve North America to England

4, 076. Which Of the.following states 'has_ no seacoaS

r.

(1). New Hampshir
-q2) Idaho
(3) Mississippi
(4) Texas

C77. Nuclear powet plants are usually built near.bodies of. water
.)

because the water is -
.

r

(1) an' added safety factor dn case of a radiation leak
*(2) used to coeltthe reactors
(3) an alternative power source' .

A (4) p. disposal place fort radioactive wastes

.
) \

C78. fn -Hemingway's 'the adMhn and the' 'Sea,' the main charatter
returns .0-0-r-,, with

(1) the biggest fish anyone had ever .seen

31

(2)

(
a treasure worth milliOns.of dollars
a huge fish skeleton s.

(4) as-boat full oftwo-pound lobsters

3

Lf.
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C79.Red tides are caused bY *

(1) shark i'eed4ng frenzies
(2Ymillions'of floati!ng dead fish.:

a, type of plankton,'
(4) -refraud.on of sun rays at 'a certain angle . .

In, the food web shown, direct compF,41torS for food Would be

(1) skates acid mysid shrimp
*(2) croakers and weakfish

'
(3) terns and anchovies
(4) weakfish-and anchovies

terns ,

x

weakfish

skates i anchOvie's croakers

mussels mysid shrimp

shoreline'algae
1

. The .Mid -iilantic Ridge is

ql) a site for sea-floor spreading 4,

(2) the remains of an-ancient land moun *ain range
(3) one of the oldest parts of the sea floor

(4) the "remains of an old coral t
,

eef

,..

.

The first great body Of scientific' infotmation about,the.sea

came from the voyages. of the .7 in the, nineteenth century,

r.

Cl

F

*(1) Challenger'
.:(2).Trieste, ,

(3) Beagle,. . ,). ..

(4) Calypso
(:

Cl. Bow did the!amounto ash (in_ pounds,) caught in, the ocean
t

1

in 1970. compare to: the 1950 ?.

,
.

..

° \ (1). The 1970 catch was about 3-:the'11950 catch.
-,

(2)1-They were about the'same..
_

*(3) The 1970 catch was more 'than double the 1950 catch.-
... .,_
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G84., The Bermuda, Triangle is located

CS5.

5

in the Caribbean ,Seal
in the Gulf of_Mexido,//,
in the South Pacifi7/7
off the coast of tiie Carolinas

.

1,02

water, has a density'
.

i

(1) greater than that /of fresh waiter
'less than that df/filesh.wate'r

(3).the same as that of fresh water

Whith of 'the following painters is famous for

B

.
of wacermen at Qiork?

*(1) Winslpw Homer
(?), Matthew Brady

. (3) Paul Cezanne

-(4) Pablo'Picasso

C87. OPE' ir Ole

his pictures

.

.q1Y0legAnIzatidn of .PetroleaM Exporting Countries

X2).Orgamization'ef,PowergulEastern Countries
(3) oil Producers of-the EUrOppan CoMmUnity
!.(4) averseas Policy On.7Fconothic.Contrel,

. . j0.
In the. figure below, ,the highest tidesAre.at voinq

^'(1 `A Ana B

B and p
(4) C and

'.

ImPoh

A

P

C89.' The Argo Merthant'was,.
i 'Q

.. .
. .

: (1) the her of an, ancient epic sea POiim
(2) an .41 raker that wrecked off Cape Cod

. .

(3) a trading Ship. that found a route to the 'Orient
. ... . .

(4) d famous DutCh trader
i

; .
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'
.

. .

.Many fish are .a.'good food for peOple on fdt. restricted diets
because the,fish,contain low amounts of saturated fats,.

;;(1) true . (2) lane'

0,

..

Make sure. /our answer' sheet has a.?
.

Test Form
.

etter, marked; on it; Turn
in your'surVey.paPer and-answer-Sheet
to-yoUr teabher. ,

Thank yOu or your cooperation.

".
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FIRST m1001.1

P.O iNDix NO

"a TRITE YOUR ID 1,40,18ER
E' ELA,;,EN THE CORRESPONDING CIRCLE

44.4

C)C)f)o 000o
000000-0 0000000.0000000000000000000000:-'0000000000000000000000,00000'0000000000 0 00000

10 NUMS11/1

1 0000
2 00 ®0 ,

3 00000
4 00000,
500000.
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COLLEGE Or EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AN STATE' UNIVERSITY

y.
.

Ihrtuom or Craft:cum/le Aso lirraucnor \ .11

December 6, 1978

.i341ehtbgrff, Viryirsie 24061

44

Tear. (Principal): s
.---:---"-!--

f . ':Thstrends of ipereasing concern about the,condition'Af our water

1' many
and a growing interest in ouriktaritigqieritage,have led"

many educators_tobelieve that the world Of.mater ihould.creceivS
-6.

- g reater .emphasis,in the formal educational process. At present,
however, there are` no concrete- dits to indidate whether of not such,
emphasis isnecesdary. Before enrrecommendations can be made, we

; 'need the answers tD several, questions ;.. "
-

..- .,
4 . What:do,o0rostudents know about ths marine environment and its
impact on our culture? "-- ,

,', ':"How do:etudents feel about the ivartance of the oceans and:the'
:manner in which we use them? :' ,- .

. : Did the students acquire their marine knowledgefancrattitudes At
school or at a result. ofCUOme other sat of experiefices? ,

dr 1,
4 .

.
In::or4er .to .find thetanswers.to thee% questiqns we are invdtg.ng

your.school to participate in iareseirch study &Jong, with 29 other y
achobls statewide; We propose t6 Ask thirty ,tenth graders in pita.:
'School some written questions about the ocean and their oyn-mardne-I,
related'experlAnces. This umuld reopiirSone class perioOnly.at the
beginningof your. Aecond demester.It would involve,ho expense to
your. school. °,

. ,: , . '--
.

.

Shotild you..decide to.participaie, please .Choossa class in your°.
schodirthat is liIlly to contain studentsrepresenting the full range,/
of ability.levelt ill your schSoli Theymuit dll be tenth.gradersilbut
the class .they are in den.be anysub3ece. The, survey inoludes some
science questions but :many in social studies and thelarts as well:, BO
we would like to:avoid sterewpingtt as a science WE. :

.--, . .

EncloAed is a self-added pomtcara on which. ou may indicate
..

your.deciston! Wsrealiti this is a busy time in your schedule, but
a reply before january.6 would be greitlyapprr7:iated: . Y

Thank you for your cooperation. .

.

. ,) 4;

Sincerely;

its2d.4246W.

Mrs. Aolenne Fortner
Graduate Teaching'Asaistant

--d
Dr. T. G. 'Testes:
Director, Division of

Curriculum'and Instruction
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COLLEGE OF ECOCAVON

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC' INSTITUTE AND STATE: UNIVERSITY'

DM.11,031 or CUULICLOXbI AND INITRUC1100

.47

Pirfinia 24061

V

Dear (Teacher):
..-

41
.; ,.

;

.
Your principal has,agreedto have your,school.participatein a/

.stateWide. survey. we are., cot:di:cabs; anti d.ha hasnamed:you to be our

coOpetating,teacher: In case yonare.uncentain.aboUt what is involved,
let he explain -briefly., The survly is palled:7SOAK,"

.

ryfor Suey of.
Oceanic Wititudesand".Knowlidge, and.it his silree parts designed Cc,' .

determine (1) Johat.stuaents knowahOut the onan, (2) how-they f el
:.

-%
ie

about the oceans. importance and the way we use 'the ocean, and ( ).tte
.-experiences that led the Students to this .knowledge Avel and'att rude ..
At.

,..,..
)

In Order to edminieter this survey, we,are aWng yoUto present ,e

it to One of your:classes which:haa.on/y tenth gradereof varied ability
A clasb,Of abode 30 would ha ideal,. but fee, or six more or

less cee.bcOmP4isated for by.the -samples in other schooli/ 1,10.ttee
:take a momene'nOW to fill in the enclosed post card telling us how

. many copies of the survey materials you wil l=-geed. .Byianuary 115,04.-
put in.the.mail.for you this number of survey forts, answer'sheetst*

.and pencifs7amhosseet.ith the"SOAK-74.1ogo. The parcel will Alio 0 '
.contain comfaite inslrwctions fOr administering' the :surveys and a
stamped.envelope for the 'return of the-inswees eats. The survey is
to.be given during a Single Clans period at the Inning of your
necon# semester, or 'at least hyFebruary.10..

If you have questions about the survey that remain. answered,

plalse,write then .on tho,post card and,ye will respond promptly.,-

,.> Thank you for:your atsistanc'e.

Sincerely;

Mrs,Rosanne Fortner
Graduate TeSchingAasistant
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POSTCARDS PROVID :TOR REPLIES FROM
PRINCIPALS AND .0 PE:RATING .TEACHERS

r. -

e at

,

Scioo,1

Yes, our -school wilt participate in ,the marine
awarenessesurvey..

,Send material's to. t-

(cooperatiliq

No, our school chooses not to participate in
study.'

.17

-principal '5 signature..

°

4.,

=

A,

door arating TVacher

School

.
(Number of Survey-Packets N6eded

- .

,

rp.

:...
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-fakRUCTIONS FOR TEACHERS
. .

.

.

1.:Fill in t4e."6eneral,-Informatidn"..shest enclosed. :-.--

2. Distribtits',the, blue.31,4004p tpr marking aPsweiis:7 Students may
keep the pePcilsVhen-the. survey is tqmpleted!. ..,,', :, ;/

3. Distribute answer Sheets. .:Caution gtudents ,not to bend. or wrinkle'
them, as the Computer will sp.itythemqutaAscolethem As. roit

0#4. 'oil the'ensWer 'sheets, inStrudt 'Students aWt011o-A.: : ,

.7.

.a."Use'Only-thopehdikk-provided.t7

Or:marking.-qn this shieet.'W.
lw

-b, "Fill in 'hate In the blanks at the Up of the ihee. .-A7

c. "Notice.in-the'top, right corner'the correct metHO for marking
your answers on this. answersheet: 411 in.thefittire tircle
corresponding-to have-ch n-..'Y -1: ' .-..':

,* .,d.."Belcrrthefpapea arkea DATE, find/the ion labelled SEAT fk%-
evi In.the.firstfColumn under, SEAT,NO ' blacken in the qD if You-. . ,,

are a matErtudent, and the (D if.you,ire a eemale student."
'e. In the second columnunder :stAvlit., blacken in the circle for.

the,raaai-group to 'which you'tsidng. Yourthoices are:
*-(1) Black - :1 4) Spanish-Am! Oican

) Whits* ...(5) AMpricAnTAMiad
ee,Orintal (6) Other r .

..,..
.

.-f.. "UAder.the section. called GROUP 1140'., blacken in'dircle ,G).
\ $,,

g., "It is not pepessary to put your name on the,ahswer sheet, but
you 'pay if yop wish."

.5.'Distrib te' the:survey booklets.. bn thefron of each' is a black,
letter A, B, or D.' Haft the studeeqnts VlackeTviin'the circle thMer
TE1511FORM according to We survey! hey have. .-.

,

THIS STEFLIS ESSENTIAC- ; ;

1,7

. . ..
-.

Do\not continueNictil all Students have cenOletedthis step. ,

.

Each form of the.. nowledge test. has different, sfisw s so responses
cannot be scored Without the form letter.. .

. %
6. Instruct students to, read.all inati ruCtioes for eac Part .carefully

and_mark all their answers in.,the. manner shown. 0 y Part III 41
the-slirVey,.the Khowleclge.4sectiOn, hasrightand-wro answers..

7. Student's ay.,,work'straightlthroUgll the Survey to the end. ;Please
, .

allow the Tt.eeclassperiod fOr completion-. Collect-ski the
answer,she.Atz-iNon students'havelinished, making sure each sheet
hasitt fdril'I tter Marked On it.,. "k . . . ,"

, ,

-
_

'5. Returh thi an werisheetz.4nd "Generil antormation1 .4 '.sheet in the
envelope provi ed.

its.
1

.0 &
..- '

.

( 't %.

Thank 'you:pr yo r assistance./ I, ...
k

1 .
. 4 ..

k-:=. fr ( ,f.e9/ N 0 A, 7

.' 7/az Memorial Gymr
! 7

C rige.of Educationi VPI Es. $11

gackqbUrg,. \ 24061 -.
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.4.1.INSTRUCTIONS.' FOR TEACUERS
.

1.4Fill i. the "Gpneral.tnformation" sheet_ehrclosed.

. 2, ute itte-ilue pencils for marking. akswePg: 'Students. may:,
keep_thepencils when the survey is completed .

3. Dia ribilte answer sheets.. Cautionetudents not to bend o? wrinkle
'thenWas'thecomputerwtil. spitn,them4eut a.46. score them as zerO!

.

4. On the answar:.sheets, instruct stints as.followe:

a. "Use. only theponcils provided. for marking on. this Oheet.."
, P. *

b. "Fin in. today's date in the blanks at-the top of the sheet."

P

.

c, "Notice id the top right corner the correct method tormarkng'
4

your agsviers on this adswershest: fill in the entire. circle
.correspbnding-to the Answer.you have chosen:":: I.

d:"Below the sPeceS MarkO DATE; find the sectionlabeflediSEAT NO. rt n'
Inthe first,.column under SEAT NO:i blacken-in the -VP if

dare a male student, and tire. (DJ le yoliare a femalestuden

e. "In the second column under SEAT Na., bleken IA the cir _e for
the .racial ir9up to which you,,I?plohge onr .chbidesare:

(I) Black
;(2) .0) AMerican Indian

(4):Spantsh-Ameridan

(3) Oriental .,:{6YOther. .

f'87"Undtat"the sectioii .called'GROUP, NO.,.blacken in circle ©."
,

g. "It .1.5 not, necessary to put your namaon the answer sheet,' 'but.
you 'may if you wish"

.
..

5: Distribute thegurvey booklets. On the front of'eTach is a
letter A, or C. Havethe' students blabken in the CirdIe.under" .

o TEST FORM according to the survey they hal.4.

"THIS STEP.IS'ESSENTIAL! ' /
`Co'not.COainue until all students have comileted.thtt. step.'
Each torm.of the iuoviedse test- has.diffeientanswers, So'responses
_cannot beacoredwithouy the fort letter,__

6. 'Instruct students to reed all instruations for each part carefully.
and mark all their. answers irCthe.manner shot!rn. ,0dIY Part III of
'the survey, the .Knowledge section; 'has right,a0d.Wrong answers.

7. Student* may' work'straight 3hrOugh theurVey tothe' end, Please
. allow the entire clAssperiod 'for -completion alf the.
answer sheets when students have 'finished, raking sure' each sheet
has a form letter marked an i1.

3. :RetuzIf the 'answer sheets add "Cerieral Information4sheet'in the
enveldpe provided.

Thank you for your assistance.

.Mrs. Rosanne Fortner
:?'07 7/ar Memorial Gym
Collegeef Educationy ` /PI SU
Blacksburg,,VA 2406. ,..t

.
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,,.., GENERAL

4 )

1. Name of School.:
.

ON

N.

c

..2. Cooperating Tfachei: r

..1 , I. .

, .. , 3: The enrollment. of this icho-ol is (cir.cle oh letter),..
. a. more than 1500: :.

P.-
.

./b. 1000 to -1500. . '
',c. :500 to. 999 .

. .0. ,d. less than (500
41

4 VII

0 ; '
.0 I

Mo'st of the Po.pulatiOn served by
:a. lams city
b. suburlaq. area

n

Cr. [12elitasized
d. town
e. rural. arsak

5. T popu fation served by this school is mostly
a. uppir class
b. upper middle class
c. middle class

'd. rower middle class
e. lower class

Y , %

6. The class taking this test is a
a-, science
b. social studies

.
c. language arts
d. mathematics
e. other subject (Specify:

7. Circle as many answers as neldett: lie course dealing specifically
with marine-related topics (marine, biology, oCeanography war' theis offered

)

\
thi? SCh001 livep in a

-
?' )

1

L-

e

4

.
a. in at least one of our feeder schools
b. inxthis school,' in*.or'be?ore the tenth grade'

- c. in school, in grade 11 or 12
not at alt :xi this 'school, .,

A

.1
f

.

R.

;
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\./
: University aii at Manoa

. Curriculum Research and Development Group
I (Includise University Laboratory School) . ./ Castle Memorial Hall 132 17713 University Avenue Honolulu. Hawaii 90822

I

Telephone: 946-79131 94C-382 .

,

7885

December 16, 1977

- _.Rosanne Fortner
307 Star Memorial. Gym

-.Division of CurriculuM and Instruction .

.

Virginia. Polytethnic Initituts'and
State .University

Blacksburg,, ,Virginis26061

Dear Rosanne: .,
AP

Yoa'are to be commeaded for'making a star; in an area that to my-
knowledge reilly.hasItot been done 4611. I'm afraid r do not have the type
pf information you seek. Several evaluation specialists'have been working
*tt for the past two yeats. to design'and test instruments to get at the

,.type of data you seek fot our intermediate FAST (Foundational Approaches in
Epience) program'(grades 74) which IS now used by 85% of our schools.

So, we have some useful instruments....Weve worked har&looking:at

Behavior (Simon and Boyer) plus evaluation schemes by Striven,
.1,Stake, quern, etc.If you're'interested,. can and will share.

big prOtiem as I see it,.and the reason why we have not yet done
theaE studies on marine science students; is the current state of the art
in marine.iciance is so diverse in the'schools't it such .a study would
pnbably not be.maaningful at this time. We've st ed the. content of extant
courses, instructional approaches-used,. references d resources used and
the type of teacher-made curricula in use. We also' h ve student population
statistics. We found that about 502 of-the classes are for advanced students,
the other 50%. far students who bpt out of other science's, often:with weak
science or math backgrounds. Except for the eleven teachers who are now
assisting ue to systematically test out our first draft materialsiArhat's

.

being taught varier so widely '(despite the state curriculum guide) that cleat
'causal relationships wouldn't be feasible. For example, we found thit lots of
-biology is taught, and that some classes. are mostlydmarinC-biology (but that

" be surprising alai *out 852 of=our teachers. hive biology back-
grounds). Some classes include. arts, crafts, and literature," others are
kpavily into geology, chemistry and-physics.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER-

ti
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. ,.4 .. - . . . .

We have every intention of beginning the types *Of studies you are inter-
ested'in to determine the effectiveness of our new HMS materials. We feel
thit such 'an evaluation would be mdru appropriate. if we wait untflour second
draft-materials (revised and improved based .on feed -back from pilot teachers),

-are In next fall. We will also then be very much interested in parallel. com,
parison dati'on the effects of the statue-quo teacher-made curriculum. SO
plenee,keep-me informed of your progress. k.

By the way, Bob Stegner had mentioned that pna:of.his Delaware grad
students was planning to do some type of assessment. You might check there
for details.

I hope my commenta help.somewhat. Pleasedon't hesitate to write back
for further information,etc. In the meantime,. my.qarmeet'w10,es.to you and
Wes forthe holidays.

Epcl: HMSS

BK:av
t.

Aloha,

Barber's Klemm, Assoc. Director
Hawaii Miring Science Studies Project

eV

4.

I
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V,IRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INaTrItOTE

DIVISIOW or C13111CULUSP Afro IMMUChOit

.

:Peter M. Sandman
School of Niturallpesources
University of Michigan
.Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dear Dr. Sandtan:

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Biedsberib, Vir Oda 24061

Jant,ry 19, 1978 -

After reading your chapter in Swan and Stapp's Environmental *.
Education, sm,convinced.ttat if:anyone can help ma!identify some
alUeive research, you are that person. \I in curreetly Writing adissertation in whichhope'to'identifY

the experiences 'Which
have led:/tenth-Irade etudents to their-preseOt level of knowledge

.and set* of attitudes pertaining to'the oceans..

Iteesma impossible that such an obvious questionuf"where
did you 'leers what youlcnow could have been overlooked as topicfor research, but nbwhere have Iound referente to aly 'such,
studies. I Suspect.that levelof marine education is influenced
strongly by:the mass media (specifically televiiion arid movies).
orhoximity to the. coast, or both. To test ;these ideas te'm,,
surveying.Virginia's tenth glade population asto:their oceanic
knowledge', their attitudes related to the oceans andour use of.the oceans,. and their marine-related ,experiences. Ilia is some:thinit of 'a pioneering effort

in marina education.i buf surely the
techLique.sn't a pioneer in itself. The studeu;s. simply check
off.thvexptzLences they have had andrank those experiences
in orde.7 of importance in teaching thee-about Che ocean.

Do you *know Of any study which has employed a similar method?
__It doeiu't need robe related apecifically to environmental ,topics or the media. I would appreciate anYleads you may offer.tank you for, yoUr assistance.

-

Mqtle
Dear 14..s: FOrtner-lr

..Your letter took a while to reach me at my current job at Cook A

flutgers.University.' 'Sorry for the delay.
i. think_ your. is, in fect, fairly common: thougb.L-amnit.

offhand;sucgest any citations, that might provideImodela. As Vm sure yoll
know, the problem with asking peoplewhere they learned things is,thet
-thvr* den't,reelly know. One of: the truisms,of media research,* for example,is people oVeestimete the influence of te:leviiiont because TV. .

. .

Sincerely, )

(Mre.)Rosanne Fortner

Lot.

7 4

over.



is so 6minaniin their lives, they tend to Assume that they learned
from television in,ormation that in fact they got ekseehere.. Another
familiar probleth is that both information and interest are probably
cumulative and interactive; that,ii, the effect of a paiticuler source
maybe dependent on pther'sources that are less visible/memorable. In
your work,,I-rokimagine that. living by the sea would significantly
influence the influence of dther, sources of marine information and

interaciew that your respondents would be unable to articu-
late. In my dwn work.:environaktal activist, Often report aa
ential a podia source that out tdbe little more than a legitima--
tion of less 614edible Sources froF theloaat; by telling people what they
Already feel,.the media can,make the feel'okay about feelineit. s"

None.pfthis, is'as Relpful,to youas a methodological
bibliography.voula be--but I''haven't'got one .for you.

.
. _ A,., .

Substantively, you might want to touch.baso;with a former grade
student of mine who is now working on marine education*(at leant Great
Lakes'aducation):in'NithEgau... You might have'intereate in common..
If:you/re.interested, write Ma. Leslie tirk; Michigan Sea Grant, Uni.ier-
.1ity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 4810. ., . ' ,.

Hope thiShefius a little.. Good Ifidk-;-And sorry for the delay and
the informality of this'note. '.

1--



VITA .

Rosanne White .Fortner was born in Logan, West. Virginia, on
0

November 13, 1945: She was 'educated in Logan COunty Schools and

graduated from Logan High Scb661 in 1963: In 1967 she, received. the..
.

Bachelor.of Arts degree in biOlogY from West Virginia University,.

.Morgantown;, West Virginia.'
ti

After two years as an earth science teacher and science

,department chairman at Cave Spring Intermediate School in Roanoke
.

County, Virginia, the author began part time graduate work-at Oregon

State University, Corvallis,, Oregon. She was employed as a'research

assistant in,radiation biology at .that institution'until returning to

Roanoke COunty in 1971: Fmm 1972 unti1,1976 she was science depart
,

ment chairm Hidden Valley Interniediate School, .reiurning ,to

Orego'n State briefly to Complete a Master OfScierice degree in earth

sciences in 1973
(",:t

While a graduate student;atuVirginia PolyteChnicinstitute and

StateUniversity, Blacksburg, Virginia4vfrom'1976 to 1978, .the author

Served' aS ateaching assistant and supevisor of student teachers.

She also acted as an environmental educaiion-consltant-te the Gifted

and Talented Program in Montgomery County Schools, Virginia. Mrs'.

Fortner is the.m3ther of two sons, laristoPher Nei11.6, And Craig.

4

°I6cflael;19 months.
a

jr$44,1n0.0% Ag4.2.,k2.11-

Rosanne W., Fortner



EXPERIENCES. RELATED TO OCEANIC KNOWLEDGE ANDh ATTITUDES

'"

OF TENTH CFRADE STOWS IN VIRGINIA
1

by.

Rosanne White Fortner

(ABSTRACT)

b

The Survey of Oceanic Attitudes and Knowledge (SOAK) was

developed as .,.a method of measuring marineknowledge.and attitudes of

tenth grade siUdentsand relating those attribute's to the students'.

marine experiences. Fifteen coastal and fifteen inland,schools ih

Virginia were randomly seIeCted as aources ofsubjects for the study.

A
kperating teachet.in each school administered the survey to a
4

'

heterogeneous class of tenth graders..
,f.

Analysesof data:Trom 787 respondents revealed a statewide

knowledge leveldfabout:fifty percent with regard to-the Marine
, .

topics covered by 63 items across three forms of,-the knowledge survey.

'AttitLides toward a variety.of marineidsues were shown io °be Moderately

4 Positive Or = 3.06 Ut of d-possibl.i 4.00. In order to examine the
\ , .

. ",' 4 -
. relationship betWeen certain demograithic variables and the dependent
..\

s:-
,\

var ables og marine-attitudes and knowledge, a 'race by sex by residence'race

analysis of:varia ce was performed on the knowledge and attitude scoies.

. -

For 164rowledge, the resultS-indicated the main'effects of race, and

residence, and,interaction between residence and sex. Substantively,

the racial effects were, such that white students scored higher than
. ,

non -whi,tei. Themain effects of sex and residence: on knowledge scores



. I.
residence exist,only-among,malm,-with coastal baleb having a higher

- , *4', --

kriowledge level. Opli for.coastai students. are there pronounced
-

---
. ,

differences between..the knOwledge scores of males dhd females, .Stith
9

higher
....

males having the knOwledge level. The analysis ofvariance for

attitude scores according to the` same demOgraphic'variables revealed .

main effects of raceIgniy, with white students expressing morepositive

.',.'..attitudeI. The relationship between marine7knowlidge and .attitudes -as

measured by the/SOAK was 'found to be :43, significantat:the,.01.leveL

As.._part:of. the.Viey,'students ranked marin experience cate-L

Pries according to their relative,importance, ii} providing information

:about the Ocean.. Both coadtal-and inland students identified television

specials and movies with marine themes as,beinimost-influeniial in
y.

developing their marine awareness. Three specifit experiences - watch-

ingeouiteau specials on television* reading National Geographic

mp.gazine, and beingable'to swim -.were each shown to account for at

Vleast ten per ce of the, variation in knowledge scors. Participation
. . .

. A iY
....-

in ocean study courses was not shown to be related to higher knowledge

e scores. Descriptive data for the' knowledge; survey indidatedor atti

that student perforbance was relatively consistent across items cbn-

sidering the, ocean as a chemical medium, a biological 'community, a,

physical system,, a threatened resource; a cultural influence,.and a

political interface. Greatest proficiency if/s eliident-in scores on

items related to ocean chemistry 53,8 per cent),whileaowest

sc6res:were on items considerinalthe impact of the Ocean on human

culture (R . 43.5 per cent). As for attitude trends, visual inspection



.
most strongliaboulpotential hazard to' the marine dhvironment.

Political, economic, and personal considerations were also viewed

positively, but attitudes were not as strong on these issues.

. . .

On thebasis of. the data; recommendations'can be, made concerning

Methods of equalizing access to marine related experiences across

demogralihic differences and utilization of specific item information to .

cstabli-h a baseline for further marine education. Because.of the

sco-c-of modern marine education the,indicated level of overall marine

.

awareness, indthe.apparent lack of significant effects of ocean study

coursei'it is recommended. tflat more. marine- information be infused:

,

o oxistingcUrricUlatO foster the development of a marine-literate
r

Citizenry.


